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-STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In this time of extreme censorship and suppression of scienti3c debate, The

Awareness Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable,  hosted by Katherine Macbean of the

Awareness Foundation, is a sign of wakefulness and hope. It includes honest

opinions and expertise from 14 high-pro3le doctors, including myself, with a focus on
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The Awareness Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable is a sign of wakefulness and hope

during times of censorship and suppression

"

It includes honest opinions and expertise from 14 high-pro3le doctors, including

myself, with a focus on the potential dangers being posed by the experimental mass

COVID-19 vaccination campaign

"

Experts discuss how COVID-19 vaccines may cause a coming tsunami of

hospitalization and deaths, along with debilitating chronic disease, early signs of

which are already appearing

"

All agree that there’s enough evidence to halt the global COVID-19 vaccination

campaign, either for everyone or — particularly — for those to whom the vaccines pose

the greatest risks with little to no bene3t, namely children and young people, pregnant

women and those who have already recovered from COVID-19

"
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the potential dangers being posed by the experimental mass COVID-19 vaccination

campaign.

Each has faced censorship when speaking out, and though there are some differing

viewpoints, all agree that there’s enough evidence to halt the global COVID-19

vaccination campaign, either for everyone or — particularly — for those to whom the

vaccines pose the greatest risks with little to no bene3t. This includes children and

young people, pregnant women and those who have already recovered from COVID-

19.

I highly recommend setting aside two hours to watch this roundtable discussion in

full — it’s a rarity in the present day to hear such candor and open debate. However,

I’ve also compiled some of the highlights below, which include warnings about the

dangers these experimental vaccines may pose to society.

A Tsunami of Chronic Disease and Death

Will COVID-19 vaccines cause a coming tsunami of hospitalization and deaths, along

with debilitating chronic disease? One expert on the panel, Dr. Peter McCullough, an

internist, cardiologist, epidemiologist and full professor of medicine at Texas A&M

College of Medicine in Dallas with a master's degree in public health, said he’s

focused more on the short-term adverse effects from the shot. These nonfatal

injuries fall into four major categories:

1. Neurologic

2. Immunologic

3. Hematologic

4. Cardiac
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“What I'm seeing is just the late emergence of various neurologic syndromes. And it

probably depends on where the seeding occurs of, uh, of, you know, the uptake of the

genetic material in the brain or support cells in the brain, but there's a whole variety of

cerebral, cerebellar, even peripheral nervous system abnormalities,” McCullough said,

adding:

“I've seen it in my clinic and they seem to be emerging three, four or 9ve, six

months later after vaccination … So I'm getting increasingly alarmed here that

this is not just a simple one- or two-day problem. And so there's great

concern, particularly in younger kids that over a course of three or six or nine

months, they'll end up with heart failure or cardiac death.

… What I see is, potentially from these signals, not mass death, but just a

large number of Americans and people around the world with a new chronic

disease of some sort of neurodegenerative disease or cardiac disease. The

patients that I'm aware of, these problems seem to be quite disabling.”

Another panel member, Dr. Vladimir Zelenko, who has treated thousands of COVID-19

patients using hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), azithromycin and zinc sulfate,  with great

success, has a different take. He believes there is a very distinct possibility that

everyone who receives the COVID jab may die from complications in the next two to

three years:

“I'm just going to give you the perspective of a clinician who deals with

people that are dying … 4 million dead people can testify to the unique

clinical syndrome to put them there. Basically, a natural animal virus was

changed to infect humans, and then its lethality was augmented to cause

blood clots and lung damage.

And in concept here, we're dealing with a Hitler/Stalin type of mentality with
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weapons of mass destruction and the way to win this war — and it's very

winnable — is in the following manner. It's a narrative war. So we need to

spread the following two ideas … Don't give into the fear and choose to

destroy yourself, No. 1. No. 2, treat your problem early. If these two ideas

could penetrate the 9xed calls of humanity, then it's really the end of this

crisis.”

Dr. Tess Lawrie, whose company The Evidence-Based Medicine Consultancy has

worked with the World Health Organization, agreed that the vaccines are unsafe for

children and adults alike:

“They're actually not safe for anybody, and it's clear. The databases are

screaming. The databases are early warning systems, and the databases

around the world are screaming that we are facing a tsunami of chronic

disease.”

InEammatory Disorders, Cancer Markers on the Rise

Dr. Richard Urso, an ophthalmologist in Houston, Texas, is also concerned:

“Early on, we were seeing things, mostly thrombotic, but later, as we get into

two and three months [after vaccination], we’re seeing a lot of inUammatory

issues. I’ve had a host of people with inUammatory ocular disorders, as well

as having orbital inUammatory diseases.

I typically don’t see this rash number of people. For people who don’t know,

my clinical practice is probably one of the largest in the United States, if not

the largest, and we get a tremendous number, in volume, of patients who

come through our oXce. And I’m seeing late inUammatory disease, and it

responds quite well to inUammatory medicines.”
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Some have brushed off the notion that the virus could be a bioweapon because it

didn’t cause sudden, mass deaths. But this is a misconception. A successful

bioweapon can be something that causes long-term, progressive, chronic-type

diseases, noted Dr. Richard Fleming, a physicist, nuclear cardiologist and attorney.

In 1994, Fleming introduced the theory of inhammation and vascular disease, which

explains why these inhammable thrombotic diseases, and the causes, including

viruses like SARS-CoV-2, produce disease states like COVID-19.

“As I laid out in the theory in 1994,” Fleming said, “you're going to see an inhammable

thrombotic response. That’s the primary thing that people are noticing, be that heart

disease or retinol disease.” The other factor is a prion component of this virus, “which

is also a chronic smoldering disease.” Fleming noted:

“If you're going to actually develop something that's going to have a massive

effect on your ‘enemy,’ your goal isn't to kill the enemy any more than it was

the goal of the United States in Vietnam to kill the enemy.

The goal was to maim the enemy so that more of the enemy would be taken

off the 9eld. What we've seen is something that's been implemented that is

an ideal by a weapon designed to demoralize and to feed people the enemy,

and to cause a slow smoldering process.”

Fleming cited data from P3zer that showed in the 12 to 14 days following the second

injection of the P3zer mRNA vaccine, elderly individuals had a 2.6-fold increase in

symptoms of Alzheimer’s disease. “This is an inhammable thrombotic process

affecting every organ system and prion diseases that not only affect the brain, but

also affect the heart and other vital organs of the body.”

Dr. Ryan Cole, a Mayo Clinic-trained, triple-boarded pathologist, also said that he’s
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seeing potential cancer-causing changes, including decreases in receptors that keep

cancer in check, and other adverse events post-vaccine:

“I’m seeing countless adverse reactions … it's really post-vaccine

immunode9ciency syndrome … I'm seeing a marked increase in herpetic

family viruses, human papilloma viruses in the post-vaccinated. I'm seeing a

marked uptick in a laboratory setting from what I see year over year of an

increase of usually quiescent diseases.

In addition to that — and correlation is not causation — but in the last six

months I have seen — you know, I read a fair amount of women's health

biopsies — about a 10- to 20-fold increase of uterine cancer compared to

what I see on an annual basis. Now we know that the CD8 cells are one of our

T-cells to keep our cancers in check.

I am seeing early signals … what I'm seeing is an early signal in the laboratory

setting that post-vaccinated patients are having diseases that we normally

don't see at rates that are already early considerably alarming.”

Do the Vaccinated Pose a Risk to the Unvaccinated?

Sherri Tenpenny has heard thousands of anecdotal reports that something is being

transmitted from the vaccinated to the unvaccinated:

“We're injecting a synthetically made messenger RNA and strips of

synthetically made double-stranded DNA by different mechanisms, and if

that transmission goes to the other person, they don't get COVID, they don't

get COVID symptoms that we typically recognize as COVID. They get

bleeding, they get blood clots, they get headaches, they get heart disease,

they get all of these different things.”
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Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine core platform

technology,  doesn’t agree that anything is being “passed” from vaccinated people to

others, adding that while it may be possible for mRNA to be shed through breast milk

to nursing infants, possibly causing gastrointestinal symptoms, anything else is just

speculation.

Others suggest it could be more of a hormonal or pheromonal issue than some type

of “shedding,” which may help explain why women are also reporting abnormalities

with their menstrual cycles following vaccination. Dr. Lee Merritt, an orthopedic and

spinal surgeon, brought up a 2015 report by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration,

which looked at “shedding” in mRNA vaccines, which they call gene therapies.  She

explained:

“They talk about, they're very concerned about the shedding — and they do

call it shedding, whether that's technically correct … And they tell you in this

thing who to protect, they tell you to protect neonates, immunocompromised

people and elderly with bad immune systems.

They also say, we don't know what's being shed. They say it could be genetic

material. It could be activated viruses and it could be a recombinant product.

This is what's in the FDA data.”

Immediately Halt the Vaccine Program

All of the experts agreed that evidence suggests the mass COVID-19 vaccination

program should be halted. “There is enough evidence now just from the European

Medicines Agency alone, 1.7 million in reported adverse events and 17,000 deaths

that the four clinical trials should be stopped,” said Dolores Cahill, a professor at the

school of medicine at the University College Dublin.
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“They are detailed in the classi9cations, cardiac related immune, uh

neuropathological and fertility associated.

So I think we all have duties as doctors and scientists to say, if something is

causing more harm than good, which this clearly is, we should, I think, unify

and called for a stop to the clinical trials worldwide, and also that any

individual prime ministers and regulators that continue the trial would have to

be liable for any adverse events.”

Malone believes that the vaccines have merit for certain populations, namely the

elderly, but is advocating for prohibition on vaccination for infants and newborns,

through young adults up to ages 30 to 35. “And speci3cally,” he said, “I'm trying to

stop this crazy effort to force universities and schools to have universal vaccination.”

In addition, he added:

“We can argue about risk-bene9t for elderly, but the risk-bene9t ratio for

newborns through young adults is explicitly clear. It is upside down. It's not

subtle there. You're going to kill more. And, and personally, I also feel that we

can dig in really hard on the reproductive health in pregnancy, in women, that

there just aren't data to support the use of this product because of the

potential female reproductive health consequences.”

Dr. Urso added the other signi3cant population that has far more to risk than gain

from vaccination: the COVID-recovered. “The immune status should be more

important than the vaccination status,” he said.

“So I think there's three groups that are easily winnable arguments [to avoid

vaccination]: pregnant women, the young and … the COVID recovered … I mean, that's

a, that's a lousy thing to do to get all these people that are COVID recovered, good

immune status and give them a vaccination for something they don't need.”
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How to End Fear and Optimize Your Immune System

The roundtable participants are planning to continue their discussion ooine to

formally request an end to mass COVID-19 vaccination for the mentioned groups as

well as create a statement to end government interference with the practice of

medicine. Many physicians have had their hands tied when it comes to prescribing

early treatments for COVID-19, like ivermectin. As Fleming noted:

“… The reason why people die with COVID is because they're not receiving

treatment, so I would argue that we need to make certain that people, the

physicians, are allowed to treat without government interference and that we

put a hold on the dissemination of the vaccines at this point in time, until we

can further investigate them safely.”

Dr. Sam White, whose reputation has been under attack since he released a video on

social media detailing his concerns about the suppression of the science around

therapeutics in the U.K., added:

“We could end the fear overnight by allowing access to therapeutics and

changing the mainstream media narrative that there's no need for masks.

There's no need for lock downs. This is more treatable than Uu, as far as I'm

concerned, we're just not allowed to do any treatment. If the public knew that

it changes the narrative overnight.”

While we work on changing the narrative, or at least opening up discussions of

science outside of the narrative, it’s always a good idea to optimize your immune

system.

Toward this end, I recommend optimizing your vitamin D levels to 60 to 80 nanograms

per milliliter and improving your metabolic hexibility so your body can seamlessly
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transition between burning fats and glucose as your primary fuel. One way to do this

is to condense your eating window to about six to eight hours a day.

Even without changing your calories, this can make a profound difference, but from a

perspective of choosing the right foods, one of the most important strategies that I’ve

learned over my four decades of studying this is to avoid processed foods, nearly all

of which are loaded with vegetable, or seed, oils.

These oils have a high content of linoleic acid, which contributes to mitochondrial

instability and increases susceptibility to oxidative stress. This, in turn, increases

immune dysfunction and mitochondrial dysfunction. These are simple strategies I

recommend, as they're useful to improve your overall health and resiliency to 3ght any

infection.

As mentioned, I highly recommend listening to the discussion in full to get all of the

details that weren’t included here. At the next meeting, the group plans to discuss

how to move forward to challenge the narrative in greater detail, including 3ghting

back against the organizations, such as the Wellcome Trust and the Bill & Melinda

Gates Foundation, that are heavily investing in this.

 

Dr.Steven

This video/article provides "the science" that corporate media and big tech suppress but needs to be

heard and heeded immediately to stop this tyranny and needless suffering. Thank you Dr. Mercola and

participants. That Dr. Mercola and other sites presenting truth about this virus "situation" are targeted

by the (Marxist) Biden Administration and NY Times speaks to the nefarious global actors driving this

massive human suffering and our call to organize, speak out, and reclaim our freedom before it's too

late. Contact your representatives at all levels. Challenge mandates. Share this info with your

acquaintances (and be ready for pushback). Right now, Biden is hoating the idea of "interstate

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Dr.Steven/default.aspx
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passports" while more cities impose mandates and colleges and businesses fall in line--all based on

the true "misinformation" being promoted by our governments and corrupt media. The question is, will

people begin to wake up and 3ght for their freedom or continue to submit? If not, we have an endless

stream of "variants" and "boosters," mandates and tyranny, suffering and death. Note that the CDC even

has a plan for "shielding," i.e. internment camps.

I continue to urge my college to not join the "mandate" bandwagon and share information to counter

the CDC propaganda. The mass protests in Europe provide a model we need to emulate in America.

Thanks Dr. Mercola; keep 3ghting.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, Dr. Steve, The Awareness Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable is a hope to convince humanity

that the COVID vaccine is a terrorist weapon created to cause disease and death, a planned

genocide.

At this table, very important points are being established that clarify the distance between the

defenders of true science, such as Dr. Mercola and the sociopaths CDC / NIH / WHO / Gates /

Rockefeller, Fauci, etc., and the media such as the CNN defending these defectors of the truth, who

are orchestrating this disaster or using it cunningly and pro3tably, so that all your cronies on War

Street, Big Pharma / Big Bank Corporate, etc., enrich yourself with the corruption of government

institutions and their pro-corporate agenda.

Immunity comes from lifestyle, from naturally nurturing your own system… not from

pharmaceuticals and vaccines. All previous human societies would have disappeared from Earth if

humans weren't internally equipped with an overwhelmingly powerful immune system ... than the

highly infectious, lab-produced coronavirus / with a much greater gain of function that's actually a

weapon It will infect most societies with less risk than those caused by this experimental genetic

weapon, misnamed vaccine, and will produce collective immunity. life.

Professor Dolores J. Cahill, Ph.D., molecular biologist and immunologist, declares to CHD, one of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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the speakers at the Awareness Foundation table, “expects to see successive waves of adverse

reactions to experimental injections of messenger RNA (mRNA) ranging from anaphylaxis and

other allergic responses to autoimmunity, sepsis and organ failure. "

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/herd-immunity-myth-covid-vaccines-..

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Considering that children are at extremely low risk for COVID-19, vaccination offers them much

more risk than bene3t, and parents may be understandably reluctant to volunteer their children for

this experimental and unlicensed gene therapy.

“As early as last April, when almost nothing was known about the epidemiology of COVID and

candidate vaccines had only just begun to be studied, Bill Gates set the stage for the pediatric

push, declaring that the ultimate goal is to make COVID-19 vaccines be part of the routine newborn

vaccination schedule. '

COVID-19 injections contain synthetic RNA fragments encapsulated in a nanolipid-bearing

compound, the sole purpose of which is to decrease the clinical symptoms associated with the S-1

spike protein, not the actual virus.

They do not actually impart immunity or inhibit the transmissibility of the disease. In other words,

they are not designed to prevent you from getting SARS-CoV-2; the symptoms of the infection are

only supposed to decrease if you get infected or when you get infected.

www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-promise-of-mrna-vaccines-68202

www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/cov..

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/herd-immunity-myth-covid-vaccines-kids-deceptive-dangerous/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.the-scientist.com/news-opinion/the-promise-of-mrna-vaccines-68202
https://www.hopkinsmedicine.org/health/conditions-and-diseases/coronavirus/covid-19-vaccine-what-you-need-to-know
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LymeInNj

Europe has staged many protests and is 3ghting however what's happening in France despite all

that is discouraging.

How do we 3ght and gain any traction?

Fully agree not to stay complacent though the fear and suppression is so strong.

I'm in NJ and the governor is shaming those unvaccinated and creating hate towards us. The

recent masks for school mandate have compelled me to home school my junior next year. Her 3rst

two years of high school have been a restricted and miserable business; socially for sure,

academically the teachers are really taxed with challenges too lengthy to go into here.

The voice of liberal radicals choke any rational speak,; to write to Murphy would bring no

wakefulness. So what do we do?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

chantalsalzmanngmail.com

Hi GUII. Just a question if you please. When the vaccines start demonstrating their long term

negative effects, from my

understanding by upsetting peoples DNA with all sorts of probable health and behavioral changes,

will those who stupidly

had the jabs, be able to clean their mitochondria out by activating autophogy ?

I will sincerely appreciate your answer. Of course I have stupid friends and family.

I have a feeling that when the bad side effects of these vaccines become pronounced, it could very

well mean the end of

allopathic medicine, faith in it, as we experience it now? Just an after thought.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/LymeInNj/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/chantalsalzmanngmail.com/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

catspring47

I agree Dr. Steven.  This message/information/data needs to be heard and understood.  How to be

heard right now seems to be the big stumbling block.  I sincerely pray that this group has the way

and the means to do this.

LymeInNJ,  I have had chronic Lyme for decades, just (3nally diagnosed eleven years ago).  I have

had a very long struggle with this bio weapon (Lyme).  There is no one that denies that it is a bio

weapon, but very little public discussion is ever allowed within the controlled mainstream media.

 There is also no competent testing or treatment and so far nothing that is available to treat it is

allowed by the insurance companies, so people who cannot afford to pay for their treatment are

greatly impaired life or live a shortened life-span.

I am not about to take any risks that would cause me to suffer the effects of a second bio weapon!!

 There (according to the CDC, who state they believe it is highly under-reported) there are 500,000

new Lyme cases reported annually in the US alone, yet very little discussion is out where the

general public are made aware of it.  Tics are only one of many ways to contract the infection as

well.  I have no proof, but symptoms hared up for me following a blood transfusion.  To my best

knowledge, the blood supply in this country is still not being tested for Lyme bacteria, and

independent random testing of blood in the blood banks showed that 40% of the samples

contained Lyme bacteria.  This bio weapon has been allowed to hourish and spread unchecked for

decades.  They learned from the experience with the bio weapon AIDS how to handle the fallout.

 The next one (Lyme) is hidden in plain sight.  Think about how this one is being handled.  More

experience and more money this time .

Yikes!  I went on a rant.  Apologies.

I feel a bit doubtful that this message will touch and resonate with those who already aren't singing

in this choir, but I surely hope that the truth will be revealed to all, sooner rather than later.

Posted On 08/15/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/catspring47/default.aspx
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har1272

We need a way of organizing.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

sva9085

Thanks for the article Doctor Mercola.  Consensus seems to be that this ‘vaccine’ should not be given

to people of a certain age, if at all, but might be bene3cial for the elderly   If this ‘vaccine’ has been

shown to increase the onset of Alzheimer’s and, in younger people at least, has caused blood clots and

other blood related problems, I can’t really see how it bene3ts the elderly who often have much more

trouble with their circulation. I would say it is not good for anyone and should be halted.  I myself have

never had a hu vaccine and rarely have had what I’d call bad hu. About once I remember in Melbourne,

30 years ago,  where I was in bed for a week with what was called bronchial hu. I have had friends who

got the ordinary hu vaccine and were promptly ill  afterwards.  The whole thing seems to be about

money and not about disease control and needs a complete overhaul.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Hi sva, In nursing homes, the elderly continue to die from the synergistic effect between the

vaccine and previous pathologies. What one of The Awareness Foundation's COVID-19 roundtable

speakers, Dolores Cahill, Professor of Translational Research and Molecular Genetics, School of

Medicine, University College Dublin, Chair of the Irish Freedom Party, at RENSE.com, predicts a

imminent mass death by RNA vaccines.

“Among people over 80, maybe about 2.5% will experience severe side effects, adverse events

where people cannot work or live life normally.Then with the 2nd vaccination it could be 1 in 10 or

https://articles.mercola.com/members/har1272/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/sva9085/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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ten percent. For the over 80-year-olds, I would think that 80% of them would have life-limiting

reactions or die when they come across the messenger RNA again."

The prediction is coming true

www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/bill-sardi/horri3c-latent-deaths-predicte..

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

diane1961

My thoughts exactly! How can this jab be safe for ANY group?!

It’s not safe for anyone!

It frustrates me to hear certain doctors speaking out against this poison, only to add that “certain

groups should receive it”???

This makes ZERO sense and actually discredits, in my mind, anyone recommending this!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

sunEowerjanis

I totally agree with you.   These jabs are nothing but gene therapy, a bio-weapon.  These should

NOT be used on anyone!   I know someone who got a blood clot after getting the P3zer jab.   He

totally attributes the clot to the jab.   Why in the world would anyone think that these jabs are good

for the elderly?   One of my elderly neighbors got the jab; and is acting stranger than he usually

does.   Another 80 yr old neighbor of mine had an unexplainable rash form months after she got

the jab.   But of course she doesn't want to say that it was because of the jab.   She's a Dem sheep.

  It is all about money and the de-population of the planet by Bill Gates and the rest of the c a b a l.

https://www.lewrockwell.com/2021/01/bill-sardi/horrific-latent-deaths-predicted-among-the-elderly-by-genetics-professor-after-immunization-with-rna-vaccines/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/diane1961/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/sunflowerjanis/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Cabochon

“…the experts agreed that evidence suggests the mass COVID-19 vaccination program should be

halted”.  It cheers the soul to hear this from such authoritative voices. But their next step is unclear. To

whom will they apply for halting the programme?  There is a puppet government in power in the US.

 World governments are willing recruits into a Schwab style new world order. The judiciary are corrupt.

The police are failing in their duty to act upon evidence of intent to harm.

namastepublishing.co.uk/uk-lawyer-anna-de-buisseret-serves-notice-of-c..    The mainstream media

were bought over long ago and the underground media censored. Health organisations and the WHO

have been in3ltrated by power seekers through corporate “philanthropy” aka tax evasion.  Most medics

follow orders, harming their patients, oblivious to the fact that those who applied experimental medical

injections without informed consent were hung after the Nuremberg trials. Dr McCullough’s interview

with Sherri Tenpenny (10th August) revealed his humanity.  But there are limits to oxcial euphemisms

for murder. Orwell warned  in ‘Politics and the English Language’ about “obfuscatory language

designed to make lies truthful and murder respectable”.

Meanwhile the bulk of the population seem in thrall to their TV, brainwashed, unwilling to examine the

oxcial narrative for truth. After the NYT Mercola attack I mentioned to other mercola readers that

Stockholm syndrome might be at play here. Being comfortable with the enemy because certainty is

preferable to uncertainty is a phenomenon which may explain public acceptance of the narrative. The

syndrome can affect even the highly educated, held “captive” during the false pandemic, which could

explain their sheep-like belief in mainstream media reports and compliance to nonsensical oxcial

diktats.  Lies don’t matter as long as they make people feel feel secure.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Good points, Cabochon. The lawyer Anna Buisseret is denouncing, with good reason, that we are in

a biological war that will only bring disease and death, as Dr. Peter McCullough, belonging to The

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Cabochon/default.aspx
https://namastepublishing.co.uk/uk-lawyer-anna-de-buisseret-serves-notice-of-criminal-liability-on-uk-covid-vaccinators-under-nuremberg-code/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Awareness Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable, who is a cardiologist, epidemiologist and full

professor of Medicine at the Texas A&M College of Medicine in Dallas a master's degree in public

health comments on this report by Dr. Mercola.

Dr. McCullough states: “Here in the United States, we have 100 million people vaccinated (with

COVID-19 bioweapons injections so far). This is by far the most deadly and toxic biological agent

ever injected into a human body in American history. "

www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..  

To Health Impact News readers who have been following the topic of vaccines for years, and

following holistic physicians who have been warning about the dangers of vaccines in general, and

the eugenic plans of globalists in deploying the COVID-19 biological weapons in particular, there is

probably no new information in this interview with Dr. McCullough.

www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-b..  

As Dr Mercola has reported, these COVID vaccines are not vaccines, but gene-modifying

interventions. The anti-COVID vaccines only have authorization status for emergency use, they are

experimental products, not to be marketed. The fundamental bioethical principles that are applied

include three key components: 1. Bioethics is written in federal law: as a participant in an

experimental trial. 2. The risks of adverse events must be communicated with absolute clarity and

transparency. 3. Experimental products must be accepted completely voluntarily and without

coercion. As Malone stated: "I consider that all these public messages with which we are

bombarded, constitute an act of coercion."

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

We are facing a tyranny imposed by an oligarchy that relies on a devastating technocracy to ful3ll

the Great Reset mandates. The sociopaths CDC / NIH / WHO / Gates / Rockefeller, Fauci, etc., and

media outlets like CNN defending these defectors of the truth, who are orchestrating this disaster

or using it in a cunning and pro3table way, so that all their cronies on War Street, Big Pharma / Big

https://www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-bioweapons-thrust-upon-public/5746705
https://www.globalresearch.ca/renowned-texas-professor-doctor-covid-19-shots-bioweapons-thrust-upon-public/5746705
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Bank Corporate, etc., enrich yourself with the corruption of government institutions and their

pro-corporate agenda.

All of these draconian measures have served as social engineering tools for people to get used to

having "experts" and government oxcials to tell them what to do. It could be argued that all of

humanity has been slowly tortured with a phony pandemic that has led to a staggering number of

suicides and increased rates of substance abuse. The masses have been subjected to classical

conditioning like Pavlov's dogs. During this "plandemic," most people have been trained to rely on

authorities to tell them when they can go to work, visit loved ones, travel, go to church, hug

someone, or even shake hands. .

Yes, Cabuchon, there is a disease that is much worse than any coronavirus. It's called “Stockholm

Syndrome” and it infects those who are too ignorant, trusting, and fearful to question those in

authority and hold them accountable. Infected people take in every word that people like Dr.

Anthony Fauci say, no matter how many times you've contradicted yourself or even been caught

lying.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

havingmysay

Dr. Mercola, why, when you are targeted by "the powers that be" don't you retaliate with a proposal to

have a public, widely televised debate with those who are opposing you, have a panel, perhaps you and

the high pro3le doctors mentioned in this article, openly debate this issue and if they refuse to even

allow a debate then that will in and of itself be damaging to their case.  Please just do this.  Let's at

least try to start the conversation openly.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ann1785

This is a great suggestion. When this wealth of incredible evidence has a restricted audience the

https://articles.mercola.com/members/havingmysay/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ann1785/default.aspx
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wider population cannot make informed choices.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cat6071

I just said this yesterday to a friend.  Great idea!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Longplay

Sadly, even Fox would not host such a debate.  The internet is the only real option for reaching a

large audience.  Unfortunately, it doesn't reach those who need to hear it.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Randyfast

I doubt very much, if the same corporate media that censors and suppresses the truth, is going to

air it on the boob tube.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

I watch Tucker Carlton and Fox News channel.  They have tried this tactic and No One will come

on.  They simply won't engage (because they know we are speaking truth?)

https://articles.mercola.com/members/cat6071/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Longplay/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Randyfast/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/JGB123/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

They have dialectically disarmed & 3xed honest debate in the mainstream, & it's been decades,

even a century & a half or more in the making.  The reason this collaboration & discussion was

such a breath of fresh air is that the contributors were open & not simply mouthing the permissible

talking points.   I would love to see something such as you propose, but after decades of pushing

for it, trying to contribute to it, and warning.....& not alone, it's only gotten worse & not better as

power consolidated & centralized exponentially, & dependence & control with it, to where we are

today.  God is actively countering those who deny truth selectively, & until such time as his will,

truth & righteous law ....even evident truth in the Creation as a minimum....is considered &

permitted into the 'conversation', nothing ultimately good will result from all the efforts &

resistance.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ColdTurkey

This is hardly a new idea. Robert F. Kennedy, Jr was promised a debate with four pro-vaccine

scientists. When he showed up at the date and time appointed, none of them did.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Inhammation, eh? That means oxidative stress. That means cell molecules are being burned/torn

apart/disabled....all due to lack of electrons and correct operating voltage and a charge terrain that

neither protects the molecules of life, supplies energy to cells or promotes normal function.  

https://articles.mercola.com/members/fundamentalassumptions/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/ColdTurkey/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
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All chronic disease is inhammation... an "-itis." Either something pissed-off the immune system to

oxidize/burn invaders causing collateral systemic damage.....Or faulty metabolism failed to generate

enough ATP electrons...Or metal/toxin burdens stole electrons...Or acidic emotional states stole

electrons and oxygen as well.

Maybe language is the source of confusion creating a Babel of words and thoughts... home for liars,

complicators and fraudsters.  Got a weak car battery?  Alternator?  Short?  Hard to start?  Accessories

don't function?  Ignore that and go to the car hospital via car ambulance...Get it?

 Maintenance/prevention.

Get a jump start, load up on antioxidant electrons, Vitamin C and the rest, polyphenols, mineral

electrolytes and cofactors...Adjust choke to prevent too much fuel to oxygen; low glycemic intermittent

eating...Change oil, PUFA to Saturated fats to restore membranes.....Clean cooling, fuel, air

systems...Don't be scared/drive with con3dence....Ah, but you never got an owner's manual for your

body? Maybe you listened to 3fty different gas station attendants and jack-leg mechanics? You spent a

fortune trying to 3x that wreck of yours?

This is not rocket science, just a word game;   www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

All good advice, Randall. Above all, let's take care of the intestine. Loss of gut microbes and the

integrity of the gut barrier can activate innate and adaptive immunity and lead to systemic

inhammation. Taken together, a combined gastrointestinal symptom can potentially initiate

systemic inhammation that can create even more damage than SARS-CoV-2 itself.

Consideration of the dietary and nutritional components, factors during viral infection, of Covid can

serve to strengthen the immune system and the gut microbiome for infection prevention, and a

meaningful and balanced basis for an immune response. The intake of a suxcient amount of

protein is crucial for the production of antibodies. Also, a low level of vitamin A, D, or zinc has been

associated with an increased risk of infection. Branched chain amino acids can maintain the hairy

morphology of the intestines and increase the levels of intestinal immunoglobulins, thus improving

http://www.forbiddenhealingforum.com/forum-comments/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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the intestinal barrier. High-quality protein is an essential component of an anti-inhammatory diet.

Nutritional dietary components that are known to exert anti-inhammatory and antioxidant

properties include omega-3 fatty acids with high anti-inhammatory and antioxidant capacity,

including vitamin C, D, and E, and phytochemicals such as carotenoids and polyphenols that are

widely present in plant-based foods. Omega-3 fatty acids (3sh and krill oil) have the strongest

anti-inhammatory ability. Several of these components can interact with cellular signaling

components related to anti-inhammatory and antioxidant effects. An optimal state of adequate

nutrients to be able to reduce inhammation and oxidative stress, thus strengthening the immune

and intestinal system to protect us from the severity of COVID-19.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Community-based microbial source tracking methods, such as FEAST, could successfully track

COVID-19 patients with better than 96% accuracy. Microbe source tracking methods could allow

rapid and accurate identi3cation of COVID-19 patients based purely on the non-invasive approach

using gut microbiota.

www.tandfonline.com/.../10790268.2018.1519996  (2020)

search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=288114392601009;res=IELIAC  (2020)

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7438210  (2020)

www.sciencedirect.com/.../S2001037020304943  (2020)

This news is terrible: CDC is creating a secret national database of households with unvaccinated

children ... listen to the recording ... do you plan to medically abduct all unvaccinated children?

“The corrupt CDC, which has outlined a plan to establish covid internment camps in every US city,

is secretly building a database of US households that have unvaccinated children present.

Disguised as a national immunization "survey," the CDC is collaborating with NORC at the University

of Chicago to make phone calls to homes across the United States, asking if there are children

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10790268.2018.1519996
https://search.informit.com.au/documentSummary;dn=288114392601009;res=IELIAC
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7438210/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2001037020304943
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ages six months to 17 years in the home and asking about their vaccinations. . condition."

naturalnews.com/2021-08-13-cdc-creating-secret-national-database-of-ho..  ((August 13, 2021)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

A DIET LACKING IN TRYPTOPHAN ALTERS GUT MICROBIOTA, INCREASES INFLAMMATION

With age, a diet lacking in the essential amino acid tryptophan — which has a key role in our mood,

energy level, and immune response — makes the gut microbiome less protective and increases

inhammation body-wide, investigators report.

“We think the microbiome plays an important role in the aging process and we think one of those

players in the aging is tryptophan, which produces metabolites that affect every organ function,”

says Dr. Carlos M. Isales, co-director of the MCG Center for Healthy Aging and chief of the MCG

Division of Endocrinology, Diabetes and Metabolism. “We also have evidence that the composition

of the bacteria that utilize tryptophan changes so even if you eat more tryptophan, you may not use

it correctly,” he says.

Those ravages can include a reduced sense of smell, taste and appetite, and related dietary

changes like inadequate or poor nutrition. Also, stem cells throughout the body, which are

designed to keep us functioning at a premium by repairing or replacing dysfunctional cells,

become less functional because of the cumulative effect of toxins we are exposed to. In a bit of a

vicious cycle, our body systems become less excient, most of us lose lean muscle mass and gain

fat, which produces inhammatory molecules, and our weight shifts around so we store more of

that fat in and around our abdominal area where it tends to be the most inhammatory and lethal.

Fat is also less excient than lean muscle at burning calories so our metabolism slows, which

should in theory slow aging, but in the face of other changes mostly cannot.

scitechdaily.com/a-diet-lacking-in-tryptophan-alters-gut-microbiota-in..  (AUGUST 14, 2021)

https://naturalnews.com/2021-08-13-cdc-creating-secret-national-database-of-households-with-unvaccinated-children.html#
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://scitechdaily.com/a-diet-lacking-in-tryptophan-alters-gut-microbiota-increases-inflammation/
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

As Dr. Mercola also reported magnesium with vitamin D and K2, a good remedy to defeat the

pathologies that increase deaths and serious symptoms of Covid:

BOOSTING MAGNESIUM LEVELS FOUND TO HELP REVERSE CONDITIONS LIKE DIABETES AND

HEART DISEASE. Low magnesium levels have been linked to high blood pressure and a high risk of

stroke and heart disease. A study by researchers from the Erasmus University Medical Center

Rotterdam in the Netherlands also revealed that magnesium de3ciency can increase a person’s risk

of dying due to coronary heart disease (CHD) and sudden cardiac arrest. Meanwhile, even a small

increase in one’s magnesium levels could lower this risk .

Magnesium is required for both glucose utilization and insulin signaling. This is why metabolic

alterations in cellular magnesium can lead to insulin resistance which, in turn, contributes to the

onset of Type 2 diabetes.

In addition, a recent study published in Diabetes Research and Clinical Practice found that low

serum magnesium is linked to diabetes and high blood pressure. Both these conditions can

severely increase your risk of developing heart disease.

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-13-boosting-magnesium-levels-reverses-diab..  (August 13, 2021)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

I couldn't agree more, I have said this is a deadly word game from the very beginning.  "Vaccine"

that isn't really a vaccine but closer to over the counter symptom reducer.  CDC has "renamed"

covid into its new category now titled "PIC".... pneumonia, inhuenza, and covid.  No wonder the "

case numbers" are also lies.  And I have more.  It is stunning to me that people still believe this

 "caretakers " narrative.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-13-boosting-magnesium-levels-reverses-diabetes-heart-disease.html
https://articles.mercola.com/members/JGB123/default.aspx
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Gui, Thanks for heshing-out a maintenance schedule...You are a master "electrician."

JGB....Without recognizing all the synonyms in medical science speak, one is doomed.  Try and

make sense of millions of studies...you may as well count grains of sand in the Sahara.  "In the

beginning was the WORD."  Know what you are looking for on Bullshit Mountain.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

rrealrose

Car battery? How about the water pump and the engine coolant?  Conditioning the immune system

in advance, by using statins! Zach Bush had a group call last week - cannot say I understood all of

this, but they are focusing on how certain meds are leading Americans (at least) in advance, to be

more affected by this or any other corona virus "Webinar Replay:

The Heart: Understanding the Vascular System, Resilience & Repair"

zachbushmd.com/heart-replay  - My guess is you will need to login, its about 2 hrs long.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

forbiddenhealing

Rrrreal...A car is a simple accurate analogy of a complex biological system based on burning

carbon fuel...There ya go counting Saharan sand grains...Sciences of cell biology and energy are

basic, so I don't need 2 hrs of Zach Bush, Joe Rogan or the Dalai Lama...The idea is "kill" Buddha

and all gurus to become enlightened and think for yourself and not follow...complicated teachings

and prescriptions...or any other's claim to intellectual superiority...Even Einstein was simple and

https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/rrealrose/default.aspx
https://zachbushmd.com/heart-replay/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/forbiddenhealing/default.aspx
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humble;  E=MC2.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

juststeve

In the oxcial narrative one 3rewall after another just keeps collapsing as we have seen;  Wuhan,

nothing to see here, just move along. Oh, well, there just happens to be a lot of evidence to support a

virus escape, intentional or not, but let's keep attacking those who bring it up. Heart problems and

attacks, nothing to see  here move along. Oh well, maybe we'll have to check into this a little deeper

because of too much blowback from the public. Fertility problems, nothing to see here, move along.

Sigh. Oh well, when so many young women are having problems with their cycles, maybe we better

look into this and with any luck we can 3nd something else to blame it on. Get your jab so we can reach

herd immunity, no talking in line, just do it. Well, so there are enough cases showing no immunity &

with it a passing on of the bug, possibly other complications, gee whiz, our bad, but by all means get

the jab.

So we got a few details wrong with our perfectly safe project here. After all it's an experimental,

non-experimental jab. How are we supposed to know about long term affects when it's been tested and

not yet thoroughly tested? Just get the damn JAB, Dammit! Trust Us.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, Just, the great 3rewall must be food and healthy lifestyles, to achieve an immune system

capable of achieving the lasting herd immunity that can be achieved through infection and

recovery and not with vaccines that only manage to create viruses Multi-resistant as is happening

with the antibiotic epidemic, creating multi-resistant bacteria that will be the great plague of the

next few years. Viruses and bacteria will be the cause of serious diseases and transgenic genes

paving the way for transhumanism. Achieving herd immunity through infection depends on a

https://articles.mercola.com/members/juststeve/default.aspx
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suxcient number of people becoming infected with and recovering from the disease, during which

time they develop antibodies against future infections.

Vaccine-acquired immunity is not the same as naturally-acquired immunity. That has been the

problem from the beginning with the creation of these vaccines. They have never understood how

to make vaccines exactly mimic naturally acquired immunity-

We have to overcome the fear of this false pandemic that is supported by the lies and deception of

those who want the Great Reboot, They are the destroyers of humanity, they are the creators of an

empire of power that want to enslave humanity. They want to continue their revolution to satisfy

their sick mind full of diabolical needs. The lies are based on the pressure, blackmail, corruption

and direct threats that must be used against 193 governments of the world to act in unison, at the

same time with blockades and tyranny, destroying their own socioeconomic system and that of the

world as well. as we knew it.

In the hope that the following statements by DR. RICHARD FLEMING member of The Awareness

Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable, are not met:

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

DR. RICHARD FLEMING WARNS THAT FAUCI, NIH HAVE ALREADY DEVELOPED THE NEXT

BIOWEAPON THAT WILL BE RELEASED WITH HIV-SIMILAR CAPABILITIES THAT SUPPRESS

HUMAN IMMUNITY

As reported by Dr. Mercola, Dr. Fleming is also concerned about how the virus continues to mutate

due to mass vaccination. The virus de3nitely came from a laboratory, Fleming says, and is now

mutating and spreading new variants due to vaccines, much like antibiotics convert the bacteria

they are supposed to 3ght to turn into "superbugs," some of the which are much more lethal. . of

what they started out as.

Fauci, Peter Daszak of the EcoHealth Alliance and others from Fort Detrick in Maryland and the

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, participated in the design of the virus.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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“To make matters worse, Fleming says that Fauci and his friends are already working on the next

bioweapon that will contain stronger HIV-like properties designed to suppress human immunity.

While the immune system can 3ght the Wuhan coronavirus (Covid-19), its next iteration will be

designed to circumvent the body's natural defenses. "

www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-13-richard-heming-fauci-nih-bioweapon-hiv.. ´  (August 13, 2021)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Crux of the matter has always been...zero accountability. No one ever held to account!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

Juststeve, yes!  How is this logic?

Guillermou, I have family all over the country (US) and many are afraid of the Delta variant, but so

far, no one has had it and they don't know anyone who has been diagnosed with it.  I attached the

article because he's a fun little read.  Even though we haven't isolated it with Koch's Postulates,

something is clearly going around - but when you add in ventilators, black fungus, the quad hu

shot, maybe the hu shot in general, I mean, as with Polio, 90% of the population didn't even know

they had it.   Mix in the tanking of our immune systems, and you come up with mass murder of the

elderly.  Now you look at parents dragging their children in for hu shots - I still think we need more

research on THAT connection!  

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-a..

https://www.naturalnews.com/2021-08-13-richard-fleming-fauci-nih-bioweapon-hiv-immunity.html
https://articles.mercola.com/members/brodiebrock12/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/lovestosing6/default.aspx
https://blog.nomorefakenews.com/2021/08/04/three-quarters-of-new-covid-cases-are-in-vaccinated-people-cdc-study/
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Siriusbe1

Great ! Let's continue to send out and disseminate worldwide these sane and and positive

suggestions.Joe,please keep trusting as i do that the universal intelligence is supporting you.Clearly

one obvious issue is the fear of death and facing that. The only real way i know of to overcome the fear

of death is to know that within oneself which never dies. It is NOT enough just to believe,one has to

experience that deathless presence before the body dies.This happens through

meditation.Tremendous light is showering on this planet inviting the dropping of the past,and a rebirth

at this time. When this happens individually and collectively,the old mental patters resist and they

resist mainly through fanatic control,which is exactly what is happening. Letting go of the old is needed

and not control,whether according to Gates or anyone else including myself.Identi3cation with group

belief and mindsets is the problem and the solution is the recognition that each individual is

unique.And each unique individual's freedom to trust and follow his unique intelligence is so precious

now.So obviously,mandating vaccines goes against this universal law of intelligence.It is plain stupidity

based in the fear of death.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, Siriusbe1, the meditation is a good therapy to face the fear that false information about COVID

is printing in people's minds. Dr. Mercola's articles inform us that we must reject vaccines and

follow preventive therapy with a healthy diet and healthy lifestyles, helping to overcome fear.

Mindfulness has become popular as a good tool to learn to manage emotions such as stress,

depression, anxiety, among others. This is because it is a discipline that suggests us to be aware

of the present moment, avoiding judgments about past events or anxiety about the future.

Meditation helps us change our perspective on life and teaches us to fully live in the present. It is a

good therapy to achieve more control not only over fear, but also over anxiety and other emotions

that derive from the fear of dying.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Siriusbe1/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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Learning to be aware that death can help us enjoy life more, since we will control that fear and

demolish that need to be in control of everything. Learning to relax, breathe deeply and be aware of

emotions without letting them affect us is decisive to control those feelings and prevent them from

becoming a limitation in our lives. In the link A Meditation Practice for Working with Fear

www.mindful.org/how-meditation-helps-with-dixcult-emotions

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

juliapearson01gmail.com

SORRY BUT THIS WHOLE JAB ROLLOUT SHOULD BE STOPPED, full stop. Please PLEASE stop this

experiment NOW.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

Apparently, people refusing to accept it at work occasionally works.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

MoMac46

Agreed - These clinical trials on the world guinea pigs should be stopped now. Its unethical and

doing more harm than good as Delores Cahill states.

The pandemic is well over therefore the EUA is over.

https://www.mindful.org/how-meditation-helps-with-difficult-emotions/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/juliapearson01gmail.com/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/MoMac46/default.aspx
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I watched this lengthy video from start to 3nish, I really hope some good comes of it. Thank you Dr

Mercola.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

designer56

A dead patient means he is no longer your customer. So, it makes sense to produce something that will

more likely injure than kill the buyer. Then you can sell drugs to "help with" the vaccine side effects.

And those drugs will have side effects, too. And on and on and on...  

We are just customers to them, and this "crimes against humanity" issue is just an annoyance to them.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Legoge47

The leftists say: Never let a good crisis go to waste.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

nothingsound

That thought keeps hoating through my mind too.  I just think of the producer of OxyContin...they

were sued but did you know they came out with a drug to help with addiction?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Kimmetzger71

https://articles.mercola.com/members/designer56/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Legoge47/default.aspx
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designer56

I thought the same thing, and then I wondered if perhaps less people are simply easier to control?

just a thought.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cat6071

It goes further.  The Federal Reserve is broke. Can’t keep printing money!  Think of all of the elderly

that they no longer have to pay their long term housing, pensions, Medicare, etc.  Is always about

the money.  Georgia Guidestones, which I learned about on here last year!  I really wanted to drive

up there and feel that places’ energy.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

craigco46

The Federal Reserve isn't broke.  It is a private bank.  

Look at their balance sheet.  The Federal Government though is broke.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

The Federal Reserve, owning the right to issue USD as borrowed by the taxpayer at an interest,

cannot be broke. Only the taxpayer can, and we are getting close! :D

https://articles.mercola.com/members/cat6071/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/craigco46/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astonished/default.aspx
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Yup, they are the same monsters who are running the CV show, which is actually the greatest crime

committed in history. The Fed comes in "only" as second! :)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

Never mind what the FDA allows people to eat, causing diabetes among other ailments.  Just

diabetes alone makes them gazillions.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

And a wounded soldier takes two or three others out attempting to deal with it.  The evil recognize

this truth & have no compunction against using such tactics to 'win'.  Even when what they 'win' is

so incredibly not worth having.  I stand with Patrick Henry, my brother in Christ, that there is a life

not worth living, as he expressed it, paraphrasing, 'I know not what others may choose, but as for

me?  Give me liberty or give me death.'   Fear of death is the bondage of unbelievers who know not

Jesus Christ who is the way, the truth and the life; the yoke by which souls are tempted,

manipulated & controlled unto mutual destruction: the blind leading the blind to the same ditch.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astrocomical

There was a rich man and to get the natives out of their land and take it that one day he came through

saying there was a 3re coming and yelled, 3re, 3re, and they had to all leave and they all left and he

took their lands.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/JGB123/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/fundamentalassumptions/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Astrocomical/default.aspx
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I can see the same thing happening but instead of yelling 3re, 3re, they yell VIRUS, VIRUS and they take

your lives and livelihoods.

See how it works?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Gertrue

Very stra'nge this dr Fleming. A Canadian court judge recently acknowledged virus was never isolated.

CDC could not provide proof of that. Yet this man has many proofs of isolates. Mike Adams could not

buy one for his lab, but only found vials of snot  mixed with animal ***. And why is this man

contiunuously making the Devil sign with his hand in my face and other Illuminati handsigns. Why are

autopsies forbidden in many countries or fail to come up with these virus Fleming isolated. Why did

many used PCR tests testing positive only show Flu A or B and why do illegal autopsies or german

autopsies fail to come up with anything abnormal  but rather mostly Flu that miraculously disappeared.

The same for Italian research a lot was found but no Sars Cov 2. Wuhan claimed in the beginning that

due to different climates it could not be the same virus. Italy claimed in the beginning it was a different

virus than the one in Wuhan. What i observed from the beginning is heavy Chemtrailing and the

numbers of patients in the Netherlands going up and down with the amount of Chemtrailing.  And then

there is the Rockefeller Scenario for the future. A call for Eugenics, Worldpopulationreduction. Even

MSM writes about that  but does not mention deaths from and after the vaccinations. MSM promotes

daily deaths from people through Covid refusing the Vaccination. No proof needed, no autopsie

whether these people indeed died from a speci3c virus, that is isolated and worldwide the same.

Fleming throws out a paper mentioned by another expert. Arrogantly and unpleasantly. What are the

men's credentials besides professionally?  If no virus is isolated, if there is no Covid 19 then all

supplements and medications that could cure are pure nonsense. Yet in a nursinghome in my

hometown 22 elder people died right after the jab and were diagnosed as having Covid. How many

socalled experts are in fact Controlled Opposition intended to divide lay people further.

Posted On 08/15/2021

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Gertrue/default.aspx
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cat6071

My neighbor works at an assisted home facility. Not one death at all until..... the jabs started in

Jan. 27 people died Jan-Feb.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Burnthemask

"If no virus is isolated, if there is no Covid 19 then all supplements and medications that could cure

are pure nonsense."

Thank you Gertrue!  Since the PCR (which is not even a test) is faulty to the point of being

meaningless, the whole Covid narrative is fake.  This means that all debates/discussions

regarding, symptoms, treatments, viral origins, etc, are little more than distractions.  To have any

chance at all of winning, we are going to need mass resistance to this ONE BIG LIE.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

Check out his evidence.  Forward it to Mike Adams & see if he honestly responds to it point by

point.  https://www.hemingmethod.com/

It was shut down pretty quickly, but researchers in India claimed to have the sequenced virus in the

3rst half of 2020.  In the beginning was the word....information.  Coherent information, & true.   But

the lie wasn't far behind corrupting it.  

I noticed the templing 3ngers, too, and don't fully trust any involved in the higher up and deeper in,

recognizing the web & interconnections of the various orders of craft necessary for the ambitious

to advance given the 'systems' of men, philosophy & tradition which the word tells us to beware for

https://articles.mercola.com/members/cat6071/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Burnthemask/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/fundamentalassumptions/default.aspx
https://www.flemingmethod.com/
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the bondage that attends them.  That said, we on the outside & closed out of the specialties etc for

refusal to compromise truth pragmatically, fearing God before man, are at a severe disadvantage

tackling these things on their level of expertise & level.  

The dumbing down & demoralization strategy does tend to back3re unless the strategy is to

provoke a superstitious & foolish backlash that can then be labeled 'terrorist potential' or whatever

justifying tyrannical & forceful governmental response, and aiding an end of culling from another

direction by the proud & elitist, the wouldbe 'gods' individually or collectively.   Idolatry is the norm,

not the exception.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

basset7714aol.com

I think as a group, you should contact Dr. Rand Paul to see if you could testify before Congress.

That would be extremely bene3cial and could really not only save lives but bring an awareness that

would cause the people to unite against the tyranny we are all under.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

Well said.  I think you must send this idea directly to Dr. Mercola or at least his editors.  I am not

sure he will see it here.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

https://articles.mercola.com/members/basset7714aol.com/default.aspx
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So he can steer the conversation away from the issue of the vaccine imposition & to the mask

imposition alone?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

val6180

I'm 75 and I don't want to have this experimental vaccine.  I have seen and read about the side effects

for the elder population.  So I want to stop this experimental vaccine for everyone.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

MoMac46

Val6180

Me too - I'm 75 and will de3nitely NOT take the shot.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

EarthTruth

What's absent from the so-called candid open "Awareness Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable"

discussion is the urgent broad awareness about “The 2 Married Pink Elephants In The Historical Room"

(see www.rolf-hefti.com/covid-19-coronavirus.html  ).

Without the right understanding, and full acknowledgment, of the real problem and reality, no real

constructive change is possible.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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Guillermou

Yes,  EarthTruth,  the elephant has profound implications of the subjection of institutions to the

power of corrupt elites, where the multinational pharmaceutical companies have immense power

supported by billionaires. “The Great Reset” is unfolding - the World Economic Forum (WEF)

eloquent description of a devastated world economy, countless bankruptcies and unemployment,

abject misery, famine, death from starvation, disease and suicide. Hundreds of millions of people

have already been affected by this "collateral" damage from the "covid-19" fear propaganda biowar,

with a death toll that may already be in the tens of millions, but not even in reality. can be

evaluated. at the moment. Yes, vitamin D, deeply researched and advised by Dr. Mercola, and C,

and other considerations.

A study in Spain measured plasma levels of vitamin C in 67 critically ill hospitalized adult patients

with COVID-19 who met the Berlin criteria for acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS).

Conclusion: the patients had low levels of plasma vitamin C.

pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34243781  (2021 Jul 9)

“SARS-CoV-2 is an RNA virus capable of causing systemic, life-threatening disease in humans.

Severe disease is characterized by hyper-inhammation, hyper-coagulation, and hypoxia. The virus

produces proteins that knockdown two major pillars of the innate immune system, interferon and

selenoproteins. Selenoprotein knockdown impairs antioxidant capacity and hemostasis

(anticoagulation and clotting). The virus also damages RBC structure, which combined with loss of

antioxidant capacity, impairs management of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and nitric oxide throughout

the body. Additionally, consumption of NAD by the virus depletes cells of a vital energy source.”

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

“Restoring and maintaining healthy levels of ascorbic acid, selenocysteine, vitamin D, and NAD is

critical in the battle against SARS-CoV-2. In treatment, as well as in research, it is important to

https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/34243781/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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remember that nutrients do not work optimally alone. Selenium, vitamin D, magnesium, and

vitamin K2 are interdependent. Vitamin C, selenium, and vitamin E are interdependent. Niacin and

NAD are also dependent on adequate intracellular selenoproteins and vitamin C levels. Single

nutrient studies and interventions will miss essential synergies and confounding variables

regardless of the sample size.”

www.orthomolecular.org/.../v17n17.shtml  (June 21, 2021)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Stephjask

Thank you so much for the link to this excellent and highly relevant article.  I have read so much

lately from various sources about the excacy of Vitamin C, and after reading this article, the

reasons for the establishment's historical antipathy and censorship, and their success in hiding the

facts about this amazing nutrient all make so much sense.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

EarthTruth

Guillermou, you evidently did not read the article, or failed to understand it if you did, because it

isn't a singular elephant...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Yes, I have wanted to extend causes and emphasize vitamin C. I have read the article and this

paragraph is interesting:

http://www.orthomolecular.org/resources/omns/v17n17.shtml
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Stephjask/default.aspx
https://articles.mercola.com/members/EarthTruth/default.aspx
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"Saved or cured real-life Covid-19 patients constitute no such quality evidence per their absurd“

legalized ”logic. Saved lives do not count or matter 3rst and foremost –what counts and matters

3rst and foremost is dominant AUTHORITY-DEFINED, and not REALITY-VERIFIED, “competent and

reliable scienti3c evidence” –EVEN during this allegedly highly precarious potentially

humanity-dooming pandemic (hence, the oxcialdom-imposed totalitarian “emergency measures”:

global unprecedented lockdowns, and the strict practices of “social distancing” and mask

wearing), which the WHO called “the de3ning global health crisis of our time”

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

The relativistic elephant argument always circumvents acknowledging that there IS a very real, &

very objectively knowable 'elephant' present (or not present) regardless of the various selective &

misinterpreted 'evidences' presented by men contributing to the philosophical just-so futility.

 Without the transcendent & revealed perspective of God, all you can possibly have is relativistic &

nonconclusive 'maybe's and as many wishful realities as people participating in the 'conversation'.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

The biggest lies are in the terminology and the “science” applied:

(1.) These are not vaccines.

(2.) These are not “genetic  therapy”; these are genetic manipulation used in a bioweapon.

(3.) Herd immunity is a myth; one of the several hundred medical myths that tend to go obsolete every

few years. I have seen it happening in the last 50 years.

https://articles.mercola.com/members/fundamentalassumptions/default.aspx
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(4.) These are not experimental injections; they have been obviously developed after 911 and the

outcome (genocide) is well-known even for those who can read and think a little.

(5.) The lockdowns and the insane payouts, from the very beginning, obviously targeted small and

medium-sized businesses. After their destruction, work and goods will be available only through

multinational corporations that can, and will, mandate whatever they want to. It’s happening.

(6.) It is also misleading to focus on miracle medications for what is, in fact, graphene oxide, 5G, and

military radar poisoning.

(7.) The Miracle cures, in the long run, are just as effective as peeing on a house 3re.

(8.) #6 and #7 also give false hope and fake empowerment against this combination of weapons, thus

soothing a population that otherwise might revolt.

(9) There is no virus; no virus has EVER been isolated!

The list goes on, everyone is welcome to contribute.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

#10. There is no accountability for the mongers. They simply do as they please and blame you for

it

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

Hi Astonished. Regarding point 6:

We are seeing how all environmental toxins, those that enter the diet, as well as manipulations of

https://articles.mercola.com/members/brodiebrock12/default.aspx
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biology, such as vaccines and prions, in humans and animals are an attack on health and

biodiversity.

Glyphosate and other toxins accumulate in the body creating immunosuppressed people where the

Covid-19 virus or any virus can mutate, and we are seeing, from the reports of Dr. Mercola sharing

analysis with scientists, that they are not subject to the manipulations of corrupt elites, defending

true science, how vaccines favor this process.

When a virus enters an immunosuppressed body, due to the accumulation of glyphosate and other

pollutants, energy-producing cells called mitochondria cannot produce their main energy

ingredient called ATP. ATP helps remove the virus from our cells. Glyphosate interferes with the

ATP energy process of our body cells. If cells cannot make ATP, the immune system has a hard

time clearing the virus.

The dangers of vaccines and other manipulations of biology in humans were reported by Dr,

Mercola: Seneff cites a story from a cancer patient in the UK who was treated for severe COVID-19.

The antibody cocktails they gave him didn't work and, after his death, they concluded that the

predominant SARS-CoV-2 variant in his body had a dozen different mutations in the spike protein.

"I think vaccines are doing the same thing," Seneff says, adding that among immunosuppressed

people, only 17% of vaccinated people actually produce antibodies. Antibodies may not work

because your immune function is low, allowing the virus to develop resistance and mutate.

jamanetwork.com/.../2777685

www.gmoseralini.org/research-papers

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Guillermou

‘HISTORIC WIN’: CHD WINS CASE AGAINST FCC ON SAFETY GUIDELINES FOR 5G AND WIRELESS

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit court ruled the Federal Communications Commission

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2777685
https://www.gmoseralini.org/research-papers/
https://articles.mercola.com/members/Guillermou/default.aspx
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failed to provide a reasoned explanation for its determination that its current guidelines adequately

protect against harmful effects of exposure to radiofrequency radiation.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-wins-case-fcc-safety-guideline..  (08/13/21)

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

sunEowerjanis

Arthur Firstenberg has stated that every time mankind launched out a new electric device or

radiation technology, a pandemic ensued.  He also stated that every time the sun had a major

hare-up, a pandemic came about.   So, you may be right; there is NO virus.   The radiation is killing

the us, the whole planet.   The Internet of Things is going to do the world in.   All wireless needs to

be stopped before we are all dead.  I've been repetitive here, but we are in a dire situation if things

don't get turned around.   Read Mr. Firstenberg's book "The Invisible Rainbow, A History of

Electricity and Life."   Very informative and eye-opening; but be ready you may get very angry after

you 3nd out what's really going on.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

sunhowerjanis: The monsters are de3nitely NOT going to stop until they reach the desired level of

population control.

As I said, the last stance for the ordinary people was last August with the muzzle.

At this point, the only chance I can give our cause is that the inhuential (not necessarily "powerful")

idiots realize that they are also lining up at the slaughterhouse.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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BDS123

What can you do about getting the shots?  Many places, including the Government is threatening 3ring

if you do not have the shots.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

MarilynSh

Sars2 is an in silico invention, it's not a live virus. Never has been a live virus.  People got colds and hu

as the CDC 3nally admitted in July when they 3nally revoked the fake tests.

It's what is in the dreadful jabs that is killing and maiming millions around the world and I want to know

why this carnage continues when the last corona hu vaccine was withdrawn after a mere 25 global

deaths

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

Yup, it exists only in computer simulations and on TV! :D

Even hu symptoms seem to come from radiation exposure, which can be followed back to the

Black Plague, when solar hares caused the same symptoms!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

juliapearson01gmail.com
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Please can you ensure Australia gets this paper on halting the experimental jabs? We need help down

here. Our so called leaders are behaving atrociously with power going to their heads. Some of our

political people have called for Ivermectin to be made available. It is appalling. Any help down here

would be gratefully received. Thank you for all your great work, all of these doctors. This was a good

and informative discussion. Here they are close to mandating, close to giving to kids, close to having

jab passports. It is all off the chart madness. They have forced the aged care workers to have the jab. I

believe the police have been given a choice. But here our mainstream media is so collusive and not

disclosing any truths. Its mental.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Cabochon

Not sure who should receive it, Julia.  I assume the Australian government, judiciary, medical

authorities, media etc are ok with receiving the article and will act upon it to halt the programme.  

If you have any contacts who would be able to use it to make the change, best copy and send it to

them. It could be printed out and distributed at protest marches or included in petitions. Another

tactic is to buy multiple copies of Dr Mercola’s book “The Truth about Covid-19” and give them

away free,  send one to you local MP and anyone else who might act upon the information.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

Too many foreign mercenaries? I am expecting those to show up here in rural KY one of these

days, attired as National Guard, but unable to speak a word of English. The invaders hate our guts.

And remember, the symptoms are real, caused mostly by 5G, military-grade radars (dating back to

HAARP in 1961), and chemtrails (spreading graphene oxide all over the place).

We have to 3ght the whole thing; as I noted last August, that was the last line, when people
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accepted the muzzle that should have never been worn...

This time, the only chance is that inhuential useful idiots realize that they are going to be

exterminated as well. Compliance is NOT going to save them.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

Here in the US, myself and some friends are using something directly from the feds to get out of

the jab.  Possibly you have something similar in Australia?

www.statnews.com/2021/02/23/federal-law-prohibits-employers-and-others..

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

os00

Many say the virus doesn't exist. Based on Dr. Fleming's assessment and others it is clear the virus

deniers are misinformed like naturalnews it seems... and there is a lab created virus. Denying its

existence doesn't help. Focus should be on the risk from the vaccine...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ofmeising

They talk about single events being anecdotal but, eventually, if you have enough anecdotes it

becomes data!
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Catryna

'Malone believes that the vaccines have merit for certain populations, namely the elderly, . . . "

Well, since no phase 1 or 2 testing never took place with the elderly before they were the 3rst ones shot

up with the jabs in a worldwide phase 3 experimental inoculation program, with it's adverse affects, I

strongly object to his nonsense in this regard.

Also, Malone again mistakenly asserts, "Dr. Robert Malone, the inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine

core platform technology,11 doesn’t agree that anything is being “passed” from vaccinated people to

others, adding that while it may be possible for mRNA to be shed through breast milk to nursing

infants, possibly causing gastrointestinal symptoms, anything else is just speculation."

Obviously, Dr. Malone doesn't understand simple physics 101 in which the potential for everything

giving off energy affects everything else around it; that includes humans, animals, plantlife, etc and

everything injected and ingested into the body. The man is a fool, one of many, unfortunately.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

MoMac46

Catryna

I noticed that also,  Dr Malone was a bit reluctant to say stop the vaccines now. Probably due to his

involvement in the inventing of the technology.

However the evidence is overwhelming.  How politicians and governments can allow this to

continue just proves how corrupt the leaders of this world are.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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e_g5680

I think Dr Mercola published a list of action from the FrontLine doctors (sorry if this is the wrong

name).  There he published the protocols recommended for preventative measures as well as those

recently being infected.  In one of those was a list of doctors around the world who would help supply

Ivermectin.  There was one doctor in Thailand that was mentioned (I’m a European woman living in

Thailand).  By mistake, I deleted this newsletter. Does anyone here have this list of doctors.  I would be

so very grateful if you could respond to this, I’ll save this email.  I don’t want to publish my email

address in case of bad actors.  Thanks in advance.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

debgessell

Where May I purchase ivermectin without going through a doctor? I know my medical and wellness

doctor would not/could not prescribe to me.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

uneamie

You can get Ivermectin and other Covid treatments from the "Front Line Doctors" website directly

as well as many others. I just purchased it from www.pushhealth.com/for-patient

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

Americasfrontlinedoctors.org.
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For $90, they will give you a televisit  and get correct meds to you, particularly if caught early, so

don wait.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

bilw1122

It has been comprehensively demonstrated that the injections do not prevent the passing on of the

virus, but the enemy persists in calling for vaccine passports. Science and logic mean nothing to them.

How long before people wake up?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

This is the deadly word game I posted about earlier.  I truly wish everyone on this site would stop

calling it a vaccine.  Jab is great!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

godskid0

To Bilw1122:

Worth repeating:

“It is easier to deceive people then to convince them they have already been deceived.”

So the answer to your question is probably never
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

navisos34

The fact that some self-claimed experts still insist (against proven facts) that COVID was not

developed in a lab and subsequently escaped, shows their hidden bias in favour of selling more

vaccines.  Besides, the commonly listed anti-vaxxer arguments are made ridiculous by  journalistic

tricks. They just ignore the many-many successful treatments by physicians who use cheaper and

readily available remedies than the presently existing "vaccines" (e.g. genetic experiments).

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

DebbyW

The virus didn't escape. It was released. The pharmaceutical companies were TOO prepared with

their 'vaccines' to not know beforehand.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

rrealrose

OMG, viral re-activation! Thanks so much for this video Dr. Mercola.

If anyone understands the steps that lead up to full-blown autoimmunity, often initially presented or

started with rashes, herpes or shingles or other viral infections...I swear, this is the reason that people

with autoimmunity were excluded from any trials, all 50 million autoimmune people in the US and more

across the developed world...

Posted On 08/15/2021
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ErikaBeth

We also need a mitigation and treatment guide for the vaccinated to  treat their symptoms and reduce

long term damage.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

Well, as per usual, I seem to have a huge window into the 'other' side.  Fraught with fraud and feeling

stupidly defenseless as I'm being told Dr. McCullough was 3red from Baylor - I was sideswiped with

that news because I stay far away from mainstream news (for obvious reasons) ... Didn't they do the

same to discredit Ms. Mikovits?  And dropped Dr. Malone!

It's beyond me how someone can be so easily manipulated.  I ALWAYS listen 3rst and discern whether I

am hearing the truth or not.  It took so long for me to double and triple check what Dr. Mercola was

saying before I didn't feel like I needed to anymore.   Now I go to the links or names mentioned, etc., for

extra information.  

So many in my circle are saying, "See?  I'm 3ne!"  And I end up in the argument, "You don't know that

yet, do you think you would know in just 2, 3 or 4 months?  WE DON'T KNOW ANYTHING AND WE

WON'T for at least 48 months!  We don't know the LONG TERM EFFECTS!  

I got the 48 month mark from Dr. Tenpenny and now I have to 3nd back up on it because, again, I was

challenged by an avid news listener - "Where did you get that number?"

I said - well, all vaccine trials usually have a 1 to 2 year mark before they start pushing them on more

humans (if the death rate is favorable of course). I thought it was common knowledge.

 www.historyofvaccines.org/content/articles/vaccine-development-testing..  

While having a pretty intense discussion, a second lone voice in the group tried to them small facts, but

each one they batted out with their own negative experiences.  A principal had no antibodies after 3

weeks or 3 months (idk) when she was tested for them.   I said, "Then the PCR test probably wasn't
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accurate."  They challenged back with, "After 4 tests to verify she had covid?"

Yup, didn't know what to say about that!

All I know is that everyone in MY circle who has had covid still has antibodies.  I don't know what to

make of her friend the principal.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

Then she brought up, "We don't know who's going to die from covid."

So of course I challenged, "We don't know who is going to die from the vaccine."

She had the numbers - why she thinks it's okay for even one death is completely beyond me!  She's

comparing numbers and throwing around information she's been fed - people who have had covid

now have heart problems!  Me:  "I have two relatives now with heart problems due to the vaccine!"  

This is a conversation in Atlanta (a current hot spot) with an amazing woman who has been

3ghting cancer for 19 years.  She's has to have a double mastectomy next month and a

lumpectomy :( and is waiting for the 3rd booster - because she's back on lockdown and we were all

"outside" in the 100 degree sun sweltering because we needed to social distance the 7 of us.

She was listing all the meds she's on,  so why is she still here if the shot is deadly?

Why am I saying all this?  Because the only hope she has is tied up in the vaccine that I'm afraid is

going to kill her.  She thinks someone will kill her by giving her covid.

Stalemate.

So, we'll see her a couple weeks after her 3rd dose.  Magically, she won't have to be on lockdown,

but they'll keep her in a mask and a limit to 15 minutes in a store.  (eye roll) ... but she will be able

to eat in a restaurant again.  She won't go outside, the said mask up outside and it's too hot!

 Yesterday she was so happy being in the sun - I said, 20 minutes a day girl, you need your vitamin
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D ... of course no supplements for her, she takes a basket of meds and there's contraindications on

everything.

It was a sucky day.

But I did con3rm my suspicions -  Her 80 yo man friend who died at Emory (in excellent health) -

DID receive his hu shot each year.

My 80 year old man friend who is diabetic and learned he has the antibodies when they drew his

blood for surgery against cancer - has the antibodies - HAS ANTIBODIES but had no covid

symptoms

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

jca652041

What concerns me in this is that even these “experts” still advocate the vaccines for the elderly or

immune compromised. These shots aren’t safe for ANY demographic!!! Hasn’t this already been more

than proven? The shots are useless and completely unnecessary. And though I was on the fence about

the whole shedding fear, now I think there’s something to it. For 2 weeks I took care of a freshly

vaccinated friend who was recovering from a surgery. I had to help with clothing and other close

proximity issues. At the 1.5 week mark my whole upper left side erupted in shingles. I’ve had

infrequent tiny, quarter size outbreaks all my life, but never anything like this. Then I got a signi3cant

cold. Wasn’t hu. I have lung disease so this hit me hard. Honestly, I won’t share living quarters with

anyone vaccinated again.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

alexisb_203

I'm so tired of people that have not checked any evidence saying that those of us who are avoiding the

stupid shot are just listening to social media and ignoring the science and doctors!  You can't tell them
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anything - I've had people watch videos (most just won't even watch them) and then simply state that

they don't really trust either side so they will get the shot!  I am almost 72 and my husband is already

and does have several conditions - but we have good immune systems, take recommended

supplements and we have ivermectin, peroxide and a nebulizer, a sauna and a hyperbaric oxygen

chamber so we will treat ourselves if we were to get it.  We also have a doctor who doesn't believe in

the shots either and he can help us if necessary.  It is just getting very hard to deal with the other side

and we are in fear of being forced!  At any rate, even though we are "elderly" I still see no reason to

have this shot.  My vitamin d levels are kept high and I've had one minor thing with a fever in 5 1/2

years - it was at the end of the year and was no big deal - who knows - maybe it was covid but I didn't

get the test because it's too inaccurate to rely on.  I just wish I knew a magical answer to those that

think we are crazy!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

I feel ya, it's so frustrating.  But you also know who listens to news 24/7.  I chose to take my health

into my own hands instead of turning my life over to an experimental vaccine with no track record.

 I've seen an older couple become so ill, he went into the hospital and now has A-3b, etc., after a

little visit with their granddaughter (who was coming down with a cold) ... Tells me this fall and

winter are going to be brutal for some.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

swabiengmail.com

Oh my God this is like Jonestown meets The Andromeda Strain, we need you guys so bad! I work as a

massage therapist and I have seen so many different biological reactions in people who have taken the

"vaccine". I can only do so many massages per week so my clientele isn't huge but two people from

totally different backgrounds got shingles after getting the shot, and I feel like everybody has had some

sort of adverse reaction. About a month ago a client came back from a vacation who was vaccinated
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and after getting a 2-hour massage the next day came down with covid, so I had been exposed

obviously. Like a good citizen I shut down my practice for a week. But all I really felt was minor

irritation in the lungs for a few days. Use of an infrared sauna and natural remedies knocked it out of

the park and on the third day I felt stronger than ever!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

DavidHye

Wonderful job moderating.  Refreshing to 3nd someone seeking the truth and asking real question and

listening instead of dominating.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

truthmarches

For those who are being forced to accept this “vaccination,” what is the best, immediate strategy to

help as much as possible with physical recovery from its effects?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

qofmiwok

Since these videos are only available for a short time now, can you make them downloadable?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

madjackghengis
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The effort to force the jab on the US military has already caused rehexive action, as General Berger has

stated "Marines question things, don't take being told how things are", and as prior, I believe there will

be no substantail change for the Corps, and probably the other services, although I'm only well familiar

with Marines.

    Far too many veterans suffer from immune disorders, from at least one and probably more of the

"experimental vaccines" we got going to the Gulf, and later, I fully  expect such to continue to expand,

and grow as pathogens mutate, moving through a much larger population.

    I've decided this is far enough, we either end the whole thing, or we will never have the opportunity at

this cost, again.  I've confronted my own neurologist and hospital admin, over the mask, the open lies

of government, and the responsibility of every doctor to "question authority", not follow political

planning, and excoriated him for failing to read the "other side of the data".  I was read policy, told they

would stand, I got the "mask policy statement" I'd requested for months, this week, and won't be getting

treatment for my "Gulf war syndrome", multiple sclerosis, of 30 years, 28 years of gene therapy

treatment, the last, monoclonal antibodies infused every month, until last December, when my risk

factor had risen, and they changed me to six week intervals.  I have to leave it at sometime, many have

died on it, I chose to end it, and end the hospital's receipt of six or seven grand.  I have to be clear of

"anti-bodies" before any other treatment, let them 3nd another source of income.  My doctor, the

hospital, could have looked past the political statements, but didn't.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

michaeledards

I was at Walmart the other day and decided to ask for a vaccine disclosure. I wanted to compare it

against the one I picked up at Publix a month or so ago. Walmart gives out the Mederna version. I was

SHOCKED that their "disclosure" was merely a "release of liability" for Walmart! There was no mention

the shot was "experimental" or that it was NOT approved by the FDA, nor that one might have SERIOUS

side-effects, or even DEATH! I'm shocked no one has sued Walmart because there's no disclosure as

required BY LAW! I asked the pharmacist why it didn't mention about the FDA non-approval and her

answer was "it's been approved for emergency use". Anyone not familiar with what's going on would be

TOTALLY misled by that statement.
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

notrust

My aunt died from a massive heart attack one week after getting her second shot.  My uncle had a

stroke shortly after receiving his second dose and is now practically an invalid.  This is a man who

golfed a few times a week and was very active.  Both in their 70's.  When I see all the obituaries, all I

can think is, "did they get that shot?".  The separation between us and them has all ready started with

the shaming and division between vaccinated and non-vaccinated.  Prior to COVID, I was in the military

and had had every vaccine from Cholera to Typhoid with no ill effects.  However, COVID has made me

re-think vaccinations and after doing research, I will no longer get the annual hu vaccine and as long as

I can hold out, my family and I will not receive the poisonous COVID shot.  I've tried to warn people

against the shot, but the majority think I'm a "conspiracy theorist" and say the government wouldn't give

them something that was harmful.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

notrust,

Vaccines against Cholera and Typhoid are true vaccines in that they make one immune from them.

They underwent toxicology analysis and testing on both anomals and humans for more than 10

years before being approved.  

The hue "vaccine" is not a true vaccine because it does not make one immune. It just reduces the

symptoms of the hu. It was under testing and development for over 10 years before being

approved. Its effectiveness averages about 50%, which means that if you get it, it might not reduce

your symptoms at all. I have never bothered with it, and I'm in my early 60s. I rely on my immune

system alone.
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"I've tried to warn people against the shot, but the majority think I'm a "conspiracy theorist" and say

the government wouldn't give them something that was harmful."

Same here. My ladyfriend's brother (late 60s) swallowed the propaganda that the CDC circulated at

the beginning of this government-induced COVID craziness that asymptomatic (healthy) people are

spreading SARS-COV-2, so he wants everyone to keep their distance from him. I explained that the

risk of infection from an asymptomatic person is 0.3%, statistically about the same as chance, but

he is willfully incorrigible.

I told him that I refuse to receive any so-called "vaccine", and he replied, "Wouldn't it be easier just

to get it ?"

I replied no, what would be easier is for people to be left the hell alone and free--as they have the

right to be--to go about their daily lives as they were before this government-induced COVID

hysteria; to breathe freely without any obstruction over their faces; to manage and protect their

own health as they prefer, and to freely interact with others according to thier own personal level of

risk tolerance.

He waved me off and walked silently away.

I urged him not to get the jab. He replied that he already had. I told him that he will regret it.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Just wonder when this is all fully exposed just how heavy Trump will be attacked. After all, he took full

credit for operation warp speed. If he does run again this may come back to haunt him. I can see the

commie machine pinning all the injection issues as they will appear over time more and more on him.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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michaeledards

He relied on Fraud Fauci just like the current clown in the White House. I'm amazed Fauci is still

walking around a free man!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

He relied yes and chose to keep him in that position...maybe he knew he had no ability to remove

him. Would be interesting to know why he did since you know he had access to Fauci and NIH

funding gain of function, patent conhict of interests etc. No way he did not know!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Vic449330

Very impressive discussion! Strangely enough the entire time Dr. Malone, for whatever reason he has,

was counterbalancing any momentum to move fwd with the discussion of the adverse reactions and

their cause/treatments. My personal wish is that these and all medical doctors/scientists worldwide

who are interested in saving lives, coordinate medical protocols to treat already vaccinated and

unvaccinated, with or without governmental approval. And of course immediately stop all mandates:

masks, testing, lockdowns, jabs! Also very interesting is the „vaccine“ ingredients Graphene-Oxide (in

high amts) that has also been found in the Test-Swabs and the Masks. Imagine we have been inhaling

this the entire time, every test swab has contacted the mucosal membrane at the back of your nasal

passage and this toxin has been proven hazardous to your health. The massive areas of actual crimes

committed against our humanity are endless. To even say, please stop vaccinating people under the

age of 35 is preposterous. Understandable is the fact that we just want to stop this genocide any way

we can. Who has a Crystal Ball to see how we should move fwd? Who knows what strategy to use, to

make things happen as quickly as possible? Every single day thousands of people are putting their

lives and the lives of their loved ones at risk, trusting their gov-oxcials. Talking with my neighbor, it
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sums up what most people believe „Vaccines are good. They have always been good. They protect us

from spreading disease“ And now? It will take all governments to unify, admit these mRNA shots are

more dangerous than good. Will this come to pass? Your guess is as good as mine.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Rakaiaawa

These Drs seem very knowledgeable and would be great if they could focus on an antidote to those

who have already taken the vaccine.  There are various reason why people have taken the vaccine.  So

maybe less time frightening those who have been coerced into taking it.  Maybe excessive Vit D3 for

example.......... I don’t know but I’m sure these clever souls will work it out for the rest of mankind.  

God Save Our World!     Please"

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

Very well said, thank you. It would be wonderful if they could focus on a solution for these poor

souls, of which include my personal family.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ghcnn

If I had or am forced to take it, I personally would increase my raw garlic intake. It has many good

effects especially with cardiovascular health. It has an effect of reducing or preventing clots, which

should be your 3rst “ah ha”. Most of us are aware of the supplements derived from ‘aged garlic

extract’ by the Japanese  Not many know the bene3t of raw garlic. I pushed my brother towards  it
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after he was placed on diabetics Rx. He quit the Rx in less than 2 months and the doctor asked

“what he had been doing”.

It does offend those who do not eat it. I am told I radiate it and try not to eat it when the kids visit.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

The monsters are now using smart propaganda; confusion created by controlled opposition and trolls

faking to be with the people.

You can recognize them by noticing that

1. they feign accepting certain premises that are true;

2. they use the monsters' terminology (virus, vaccine, mask etc.);

3. eventually, they spread disinformation (e.g. “I know someone, who died of CV” or “CV is real”)

Sadly, in my experience, even independent, smart, and well-meaning people tend to be stuck between

the truth and the lies...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

The theory of viral infection has never been proven. In 1918, they desperately tried to infect volunteers

with "the hu" to no avail. NO virus has EVER been isolated; the public and many good doctors are falling

victim to the false "medical" science, simply because the Rockefellers have owned  "medical" training

since the early 1920s.

As long as we don't know what to cure, how can we come up with remedies? Isn't it possible that the
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shots are far from experimental; the monsters must have been developing and testing them probably

since 2001; they know EXACTLY what to expect.

For 5G and military-grade radars, iodine seems like a good idea. Sunshine, good fats have been a

commonplace for a decade. Sauna and hot baths detoxify, which has nothing to do with the current

poisoning, but the poisons all add up and make people sick after the personal threshold is surpassed.

Even Mercola, who is selling supplements, honestly emphasizes that getting your nutrients from

natural foods is the best. Frankly, I don't believe in pills and I think the value of supplements are way

overstated these days. Best to eat very little and eat what your ancestors have been eating for several

hundred years, because your inherited metabolism is prepared for your diet.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cat6071

You could be right.  One supplement I will never be without though is oil of oregano.  I would be

dead if not for this.  Already told you guys my story about that!  It cured my friends’ heartburn

completely!

I knew this guy years ago who owned ‘Johnny in the Spot’ outhouses.  He said that there were

1000’s of vitamins in there.  Some go right through us?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

cat6071: whatever supplements the body can utilize, depends on the stuff you take with them;

Mercola has plenty of literature about that, although I'm not sure if anything is available anymore.

Plain sodium bicarbonate works well for heartburn, as long as there is no high blood pressure. It

also alkalizes the body, which is good for a large number of things. Established meds are poison.
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

Cat...I concur on the oil of oregano!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

pam9582

In Missouri I'm receiving many emails from people who's loved ones, young adults and older, are in

hospital and the hospital refuses to treat them with anything other than vents and remdesivir. There are

indications they're not really covid cases but rather asthma, pneumonia, some respiratory problem.

Families are speci3cally asking for ivermectin, hydroxychloroquine,  Math+ protocol but hospitals are

refusing. They're intimidating the families, refusing to transfer and these patients are dying. In one

instance a family got a right to try letter from an AAPS attorney for ivermectin. The hospital allowed it

but at less than the dosage prescribed. Even so, the man's oxygen levels improved and he was getting

better. Then the hospital refused to continue the ivermectin and said his only choice was the vent. He

said goodbye to his family prior to being sedated and intubated. People are afraid and manipulated to

believe they have no choice.  This is murder and it's happening around the country. Let's each of us get

the word out about early treatment options. We must stop these hospitals.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fra1531

I agree that this vaccination should be stopped for everyone, especially the elderly.  That group of

people seems to have the highest co-morbidities than any other age group.   I am not taking this

injection, I have immune issues currently, so this is too much of a risk for me.  Right now, I work with at

least two people who supposedly got COVID anyways.  One went into the hospital on Friday.  I do not
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know the outcome as yet, but its beginning to show proof that this injection is nothing short of murder.

 Thank you for bringing this video to us, Dr. Mercola.  Its so important that the Truth gets out there.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

le_berger_des_photons

the effect was diminished by the people in the middle who had to support the virus narrative.  They

can't take a thing that they think is hurting people, re-grow it in a test tube and then infect somebody

else with it to prove that it's indeed real and virulent.  Too 18th century for them.

Apparently logic has been out of fashion for a long time in virology.  Better to have it be something that

only virologists can understand.

This is spite of what the famous actor, Einstein, who masqueraded as a scientist said that if you can't

explain it simply then you don't understand it well enough.

And why should I believe without proof that virologists as a group can't be all fooling themselves?  I see

that the public as a group is all fooling themselves,  virologists are part of the public.

People believe that a building collapse can proceed at the acceleration due to gravity and yet still 3nd

enough energy to transform tons of cement into a 3ne powder piled more than a cm high and

extending 5 km out to the empire state building.

Not bad for apparently no collisions (as they'd have slowed the fall).

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

le_berger_des_photons,

You wrote, "This is spite of what the famous actor, Einstein, who masqueraded as a scientist..."
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That is a very intriguing claim.

Please provide all of the evidence that conclusively and irrefutably proves it.

Thanks in advance !

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

heid919

You mention Dr. Malone as the inventor of the vaccine platform for this “vaccine”. I have read that he

was not the inventor but other people were. There are fact check sites that say this. I am confused.

Can you please clarify.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

uneamie

That was corrected. Dr. Malone is not the inventor of mRNA vaccine. He was the inventor of the

"technology" of it.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

meldairene

thank you so much for all your wonderful information. I have been following your emails to me for

many years now and can't thank you enough. I am disgusted that you are being forced to shut down

your information after all the work done on the research of so many things.

I have all your info on covid and will follow the helpful information you have sent.
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

chiamiller

excellent Doctor's summation of the dangers of shots... please view and share!

www.youtube.com/watch

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ema2963

Thanks again to the  bravery and consistency of Dr. Mercola's online information and blogs. It is a time

when every thing is tuned upside down. What is true is dismissed, removed and villianized and what is

false is fed to the masses as a promise that this is the only way to solve the (so called) Corona

epidemic. More deaths from this mRNA  

( not a vaccine) than  any vaccine in the past...And we are not done yet! It is time to "get up, stand up,

stand up for your rights! to quote Bob.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

joedoeden

Could someone write an article for those of us that (very reluctantly) got the vaccine and are now being

made to feel like we're going to die from it?  There is a group of people that got vaccinated despite

being against the concept.  In my case, there were stories of certain states or airports that were going

to force a 2 week quarantine before letting you hy home if you were not vaccinated.  I sometimes travel

for work and that was not going to be feasible.  So I got the Phizer x2 in May despite being
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anti-vaccine.  Just thought it would make life and work easier.  Now all these articles make me feel like

I'm going to die from the vaccine.  What can those of us in this group do?  In my case, I am 50, right in

between this "young" and "elderly" category.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

pam9582

FLCCC might have some answers for you. I believe they're treating vaccine injured similarly to

covid cases to neutralize and rid the body of the spike protein. Then you can heal.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Havanasilks

I commented back in late April or May that my beloved Mother (survived Covid early on in March 2020,

was hospitalized for oxygen but not ventilated) died of heart failure within 3 weeks of receiving the

P3zer jab. Exactly 6 later, my darling health Mother in law, also survived Covid with barely perceptible

symptoms, died of a sudden stroke, 3 weeks after P3zer jab. When the jabs were approved for his age

group (60+) my only sibling brother RUSHED out to get it and begged me to do the same. I, in turn

pleaded with him not to do it. He got the jab in May. Yesterday he called me....he is very, very ill with

freakin' Covid and his wife is POSITIVE too! He was actually considering suggesting that I would be

unable to be around his grandchildren until I got the jab, and currently, I am just 3ne while HE is sick

and contagious. They keep force feeding us this narrative that these "deviations" are exceedingly rare,

yet in my tiny family, we have been devastated repeatedly. NOT RARE! I absolutely believe the jab is

causing Delta and is responsible for the DEATHS and illnesses of my loved ones.

Posted On 08/15/2021
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bowgirl

We are witnessing our elderly relatives deaths, in fast forward. My husband's Aunt,  81, had something

going on about Christmas and her leg edema worsened. Perhaps a mini stroke.  Got the jab end of Jan

and Feb without consulting doctor. By mid April she was using a walker with signi3cant left side

weakness. Didn't respond to stroke therapy. Diagnosed with ALS late April- dead 2 weeks ago.  My

mom, 90, had mild COVID early March 2020( got it from us, we were on a very sick cruise out of

Baltimore during Feb),  she had mild forgetfulness, got the jab early March and April( against my

recommendation, my husband is a cell biologist and had seen the data from the university. Mom was a

total whioe ball by early May. I had to bring her here for a while. During July she rapidly went back to

pre COVID forgetfulness. Took her home. This past Friday, she is nearly out of it,  extreme dementia,

can't process  questions or hold a conversation..  I had an intelligent conversation on Thursday AM, got

her grocery list from her. NO idea what I'll 3nd today.  We had COVID early and did not get the jab- I am

a vector borne disease survivor( Lyme, mycoplasma etc)  and not a good candidate for the jab in any

case. I've been on C, D Zinc and NAC for years. We had no idea our retirement job would be surviving

and instructing young people who have not gotten the jab how to live going forward.  We have in

person conversations with kids daily.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

robbie2u

Good discussion which highlights the personalities involved and how they decide what is the problem

at hand and how much of it can be made an impact on. Cut the elephant up into bit size chunks. Small

wins is smart as it will tell you a lot more about your adversary. What can you win on right now without

much debate or is easy to prove with current data. Dr Cole, Flemming and Malone seemed to get on

quite well with Malone having important insight into the FDA and CDC's thinking and mentality. That is

important as the FDA and CDC are still people who think a certain way and if understood can be

invaluable. What part of the elephant do you want to tackle. I would suggest breaking them up into 2

groups based on who you are trying to inhuence.(1) Govt and it's health dept (2) CDC and FDA. The

Govt needs a way out of this health mess but is afraid to make a political mistake that could affect

their future elections. Perhaps both parties agreeing before hand for the sake of restoring health,

economy, democracy and our way of life. So what can you tell them about the virus and current health
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strategies so far. Will they work why not and why are they FUTILE. What will work and lead them back

to re-establishing our way of life and not the new-normal which I suspect people will not accept as they

are not free but labelled. Govt may know this already but they may need a way out from the logic

presented by the technocrats. It is easy to prove that the pandemic is futile to attempt to eradicate. So

is the seasonal hu. It is easy to prove the true covid death numbers and the faulty testing. Perspective

is everything to govt. We do not destroy our economy for a bad hu. Not even for heart disease or

cancer so why then? A plan to deal with Govt will be different to how you deal with the the CDC and

FDA. What is their language and what is their currency? Law suits for creating hysteria perhaps?

CDC/FDA will bog you down in the science as a strategy some areas they can not.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

fundamentalassumptions

VERY appreciative of that conversation. Settled a few questions while admittedly raising a few new

ones, but helpful for formulating a response.

One thing I would note is that the narrative& rationale for resistance being discussed does fall short of

whole& absolute truth,& the God of truth upholding that& evidenced by it, being centered in man alone

by the majority of those involved. Even w/ the wealth of knowledge& value of their contribution: that's a

problem hindering an outcome of blessing or stay of judgment on the part of the God of truth that all

real& objective, veri3able science is dependent upon rather than continued consequential judgment.  

There is a reason Christ became the lightning rod drawing the ire of all about him, even as He was the

solution needed of the same& the one evidenced by the scripture of those condemning him& the truth

witnessed even of the contributing Gentiles claiming to love& pursue knowledge, or 'science',who

carried out the sentence. This is also why Bible believing Christians are always found out w/ the

minorities, the Jews& mixed bag of extremists& cults: because there is no unreserved unity possible

w/ the Gentile beast system of impositional fornicating State& religious craft  united. Not even if their

consensus falsely cloaks itself as 'irreligious' or impossibly neutral, men being spiritual& soulish by

nature,& all knowledge 3ltered through that. We still resist unrighteousness.

Everyone bene3ts when the contribution of all is sought& considered out in the open& freely.  Whether
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acknowledged or not(& it is not from either those who trace their roots to the pagans or to the

corruption of Rome in corruption& contradiction to Christ& the scriptures), that the historically

unmatched liberty of the American people sprang,but from the biblical truth& realism that were

expressed& protected by the Bill of Rights in the US Constitution. Uncomfortable& messy for a reason,

hated by all tyrants& the spirit behind them.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JustMeOtessa

www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/global-covid-19/shielding-approach-h..

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

dgiammarino

The book is wonderful!

Thanks for all of this. I work in a nursing home and I can tell you that a lot of people have side effects

(herpes, clots, strokes, increased dementia) after the vaccine. And not one event is ever reported!  I

hope that I can work for one of you when I have to quit my job.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

bowgirl

Thanks for sharing what you see in those who have been jabbed.  I am taking notes on people who

are suddenly much worse, asking them when they got the jab.......I think the goal is to overwhelm

or medical system and other resources and try to make us weak.  Interesting, none of our elders in

Congress are falling ill. Makes me wonder if they got the jab or are just faking it.......
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

tj.4312

Very disappointing how the 3rst minutes of discussion were an attempt to dispel the "dangerous myth"

that covid-19 has never been isolated as a public contagion.  

Mr. Fleming begins by chastising those with differing opinions in an attempt to cast their views as

dangerous, ignorant and uneducated, which are the exact tactics being used by the mass media. He

goes on to state how his unnamed website proves his claims and that all detractors are referring to the

methods of isolating bacteria, not viral samples. He then subtly implies that those who doubt his

opinions are living in the 19th century and also believe that viruses do not exist. Mr. Malone then

chimes in to support this view. Coincidentally, vaccine creation and viral isolation are their livelihoods

and if sars-cov-2 (covid-19) is proven to not exist as a public contagion, they would almost certainly

face professional ridicule and 3nancial loss. I would be very interested to view the factual information

behind their claims to compare it to the factual information provided by those with differing opinions,

though they failed to provide any links to their websites.

As if to directly counter their assertions, Dr. Yan then goes on to state how challenging it is to extract a

coronavirus sample from a human body, claiming that it must be done at a "peak time", seeming to

suggest that theoretically asymptomatic individuals may never "test" positive. This seems to dispel Mr.

Fleming's assertions that samples of "covid-19" were overabundant and easy to come by.

There were some very good professionals in this video with excellent opinions about what we are

facing today, unfortunately their contributions were overshadowed by those who seemed unwilling to

explore differing, "dangerous" opinions.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

bowgirl
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We can test for SARS, the tests have a high rate of false results. SARS may or might not be COVID

or a variant.  We can't test that speci3cally.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ske5142

Please remember 5G and its growing spread and effects also cause symptoms that will end up in more

cancers, and other diseases.  This and the vaccine will not mix well.  I think the two are going to jam

our health care system and they will add together a plight we have never seen.

I think it's both and, not either, or. Together they are deadly.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Gertrue

Conference? When some socalled experts use deragotory language to put other experts down? I keep

wondering how many of these experts are in fact Controlled Opposition. In reality unborn and born

babies are dying from this shedding, mentioned by Tenpenny. MSM keeps promoting pregnant women

to be vaccinated. Some other talk claims girls inutero have all of their eggs made infertile and will not

birth the next generation. Now that i 3nd scary. Like DES daughers, Softenon babies and who knows

what else. I pity that generation of girls in the future. If we have a future. If we survive at all what is

coming. So much fabricated research since the beginning of Corona. Yet this experts still shouts Show

me the research. Most is frauded anyway.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

poshest
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It would have been great if Dr Lanka was added to this group to see how he defends his thesis that

virology doctrine is falsely based, and SARS-CoV-2 hasn't been validly identi3ed.  If you're interested:

Interview Dr. Tom Cowan and Dr. Stefan Lanka www.bitchute.com/.../oBJOwKpgtDqX

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

exmouth123

Robert malone has been on government work a bit too long over.

He should have been left out of this discussion.  He is a word salad guy.  He is also a guy who has

dixculty making information clear. Over# # # # #

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

I thought he spoke clearly and was very articulate on the darkhorse podcast - he was calm and the

voice of reason, had the vax and also had covid... what would be your problem with him?  That he's

concerned with safety?

www.bitchute.com/.../TH2HAmTp40xq  

I don't know how he can be "government" when he's a practicing physician ... is that another facet

of his world?  Or do you mean FDA involvement?  I think those are just his friends he's conveying is

concerns with.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Jackaroni
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I have a question... I take a Vitamin D3 with K2 supplement.  Does the K2 increase the risk of blood

clots related to the virus and vaccine?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

lovestosing6

I think it's K1 you're thinking of.  No for K2, from what I understand.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Jazz1945

COVID 19 ROUNDTABLE

As a non-medical though interested anti-vaxxer I have to say that sitting through this video

presentation left me hat. I suspect that the more medically-knowledgeable a viewer is the more it

would make sense but, at this  stage, I feel I have heard all the participants' points of view and, like

most anti-vaxxers, have said to myself "I don't really understand their points of view but feel they know

what they are talking about"! Sociology studies must have a name for this psychological syndrome

which seems to include most people!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Pol13

With the new Delta variant and concerns with Lambda, will you be updating your book?

It seems that, already, some things have changed since you wrote the book.
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Keep  up the great work!  And thank you for all your efforts.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

These latent chronic issues to appear and are already appearing has always been what has had me

concerned with most. A gold mine of ongoing pro3ts for big Pharma in treating all these chronic

issues. No way they would want that would they...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

mammywitch

I notice pheremonal complications mentioned (possibly from 'shedding' from the vaxxed to the

unvaxxed)---could this maybe co-relate to the loss of the ability to 'smell'? I think it might.

Recent reading has brought to light (for me) that the loss or change in the accuracy of 'smell' too, could

be related to auto-immune function.

Seems to me that this so-called 'vaccine' is messing with our immune systems---and NOW they want to

jab those that they KNOW have a COMPROMISED IMMUNE SYSTEM?!?!?

CRAZY!!!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

susanpa

Thanks Dr. Mercola....you rock! All I can say.......follow the money!
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

It was an existential decision from the beginning: Do you want to live in a world like this, even if this

was the Black Plague?

By March, 2020, the hoax was clear. However, the multiple forms of poisoning the population produced

symptoms (think of 5G, chemtrails, and military-grade radars for which you cannot even buy an

instrument to measure the radiation).

When you check SAERS, most of the deceased had "preexisting conditions" by the time of their

untimely departure. (Well, lots of entries simply disappear from SAERS, too.) I am wondering how many

of these preexisting conditions were due to the general poisoning of the population... Moreover, people

die or suffer irreversible damages from the same batches.

If you know what you want and it's greater than mere survival, you cannot be intimidated or confused,

because you keep your eyes on the target.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

ghcnn

Thank you, your mention of the Black Plague caught my eye and I did a search to see if it was the

plague I had read about in John Heinermans book on Garlic, it is the same. In the results of the

search another item caught my eye, a report on shedding, ... hum, so I read it also.

medicalxpress.com/news/2021-08-disease-ecologists-document-person-to-p..

The item I have lived by for many  years after reading Heinerman’s book, is garlic, raw and offensive

to those who do not partake. The tie to the plague was a note of 3 or 4 men who were caught

looting the remains of dead bodies. There of course was a curiosity as to why they did not get the
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plague. Upon examining their belongings, it was noted they each had bulbs of garlic in their pocket.

Cooking diminishes or destroys the bene3t.

Mother Earth has given us so much to bene3t our health, thanks again. Oh, that link is a study that

con3rmed the “art?” of shedding. It was con3rmed with bacteria, not virus; but shedding seems to

be more than a myth.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Jackaroni

Interesting thing about the Black Plague, researchers don't believe that it was actually that deadly

to the healthy.  The problem was that Europe was going through a famine at the time of the plague

and most of the population was starving and therefore very vulnerable to disease.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

gh3nn: Hungarian knights went to Naples in 1382, while the Black Plague was raging. None of

them got sick, possibly because they were wearing a metallic body armor or, possibly, because

they were chewing on garlic like US soldiers on bubble gum in WW2 movies! :)

I would say, it's both.

This winter, we will probably need aluminum foil for bundling up, unless we want to board FEMA

buses to the "green zones"!

Cooking de3nitely destroys the bene3ts, but mild simmering might make it available for those who

otherwise couldn't stomach it!

N52 magnets also seem to be working. Keeping a dog, a cat, or possibly anything else around

might also protect you to a certain extent.
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These days, we have to keep all the Mercola links in order to be able to get back to them and/or

communicate on the new site.

Based on military research around the world in the last 50 years or more, the most likely real

poison against the population will be weaponized smallpox bacteria. As opposed to the

non-existent viral infections, they work!

Cheers!

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

Jackaroni: at the times, it looks like solar hares cause immune de3ciency. The same happened all

the time in history and records seem to prove it.

There were two types of the plague: bubonic, which probably killed "only" 30% of the population

and the plague of the lung, which was a lot deadlier.

The history of the Plague ran for several hundred years (apparently, depending on solar hare

activity).

As far as famine played a part in the 1300s, it's possible; way too many peasants/serfs died in the

1200s, so labor costs had gone up. It was easy for the nobility to 3nd laborers as long as they were

willing/able to pay for them. However, fertile grounds were around without owners and animals

were readily available to breed.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com
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Astonished,

I have heard government employees in the House and Senate seriously claim that COVID is as

deadly as plague, more deadly than any cancer, and that humans do not have an immune system.

When challenged about their claim about the immune system, they backpedaled and

acknowledged that humans have one, but it is so weak against SARS-COV-2 that wearing a mask

and getting vaccinated are necessary for true protection.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

arthurrieloutlook.com: CV has never been isolated; in fact, no virus has ever been isolated.

The symptoms and the fake test are used for for diagnoses, but the symptoms indicate radiation

disease (5G and military-grade radars; we are being microwaved alive) and the impact of graphene

oxide from the chemtrails and the jabbed.

The muzzle, the "test," and the Kill Shots all contain graphene oxide that can turn you into a

remote-controlled person in a jiffy.

You make your own choices.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

AmToldo

Could this video be posted on Dr Mercola's Rumble channel for easier access and ability to share?

Thanks

Posted On 08/15/2021
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JGB123

I think you should email this question to the Editors.  I am doubtful they will notice this comment.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

Everybody is safe from COVID-19, because it exist only in computer models and on TV.

The miracle cures are probably as effective as peeing on a house 3re.

We are being microwaved alive. Add the spike proteins shed by the injected, and you get the full

picture.

Radiation by 5G and military-grade radars cause insomnia, increased body heat, hardness of breathing,

rapid and irregular heartbeat, and coughs. Sounds familiar? These are the so-called “COVID

symptoms.”

Lung and heart tissues will never regenerate, even if one stops the current inhammation. OCPD,

emphysema, and heart failure are not curable.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

brodiebrock12

well then see you in the next life!

Posted On 08/15/2021
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arthurrieloutlook.com

Astonished,

Please provide citations for independent laboratory studies on 5g radiation and its effects. I want

to read them.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

brodiebrock12: Just give me a forwarding address! :D

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

arthurrieloutlook.com: There have been plenty of studies of microwave exposure from the early

1980s, none of them sound good; after 1992, cell phone usage was thoroughly investigated,

especially in a closed place, such as a car, or holding the phone close to your ear, both of which

eventually kills you (and kill children a lot faster).

The current levels of radiation at about 1,000 times higher than in 1992. Military-grade radars and

5G clearly contribute. You can read up on it, but I'm not sure what's available on MSM.

Here is something that is supposed to be legally binding, although I wouldn't hold my breath

through the corrupt courts:

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-wins-case-fcc-safety-guideline..

I would probably hold my nose! :D
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cybersoul

COVID-19 INJECTION

www.option3.co.uk/covid-19-injection

THE BIOLOGICAL CONTROL CIRCUIT

www.option3.co.uk/ibm-the-bill-gates-syndicate-and-eugenics-the-biolog..

THE BATTLE FOR HUMANITY

www.option3.co.uk/the-battle-for-humanity

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cybersoul

Get the FACTS - nojabforme.info

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

chuckie5

I want to download the video. But I cannot see alink to it anywhere. In other videos (perhaps previously

with Mercola's) you can open in youtube and get the link to download your own copy. Maybe Mercola

cannot provide this youtube platformed version because of the censorship. But is there any way to get

the link -- to the video, not the article?
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

You should email the Editors.  I am doubtful they will see this in Comments.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

angela_

I want to believe all this info but my brother had covid in Feb 2020 that he was able to treat at home,

right now he has it again and is hospitalized from throwing up losing his minerals, his lungs are 3ne no

coughing. Of course all they did was give him an iv for sodium and potassium.  I've talked him in to

going to see my dr, Dr Robert Rowen. That will be next.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

cmeshine

Just curious, with what we know about the pcr test (see: kary mullis videos), how does he know he

had it in feb 20, and how does he know he has it now?

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Futurian

Yes, angela.  Your brother perhaps had C-19 in February or '20.  That is very early on the COVID

calendar. There are likely no longer any of those precursor variants or strains. And this is attacking
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his alimentary tract. I think the simple amino supplement L-lysine, commonly available, should be

added to whatever oral intake he is being offered. It's not a cure but reduces viral reproduction in

some cases. No toxicity. Best to you and Dr. Rowen

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

amk4565hotmail.com

What would you recommend for a 20yr old who is going to have the vaccine to help minimise potential

side effects? She's covid recovered. Only the P3zer is being offered here in the UK due to Astra blood

clot risks.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

bilw1122

Tell her to simply refuse it, just be 3rm with the authoritarian NHS.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

JGB123

She had the virus so she has immunity.  No need for the injection (remember, it is not a vaccine).

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

amk4565,
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I recommend that she not get that "vaccine", or any one of the others.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

MoMac46

If she is covid recovered she should not take the shot, get a blood test to prove she has antibodies.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

BlueQuasilica

If only these highly respectable panelists know what they're REALLY up against, they would know the

TRUE ROOT CAUSE of all of this dilemma, not only in the medical 3eld but also the ills of this current

world we are living in. I've heard from an interview with an N.D.E. person, named Mr. Dannion Brinkley,

that the last frontier of the battle3eld will be fought, not on the ground soil, but on ourselves, the

physical body.

Good luck with the listed panelists. Most especially to you, Dr. Joseph Mercola. I'll be observing from

behind the scenes and I will know if all of you respected doctors already get down to the "head of the

hydra" (so to speak).

For starters, this is the "small group of people" you're up against:

https://youtu.be/8rW6FKaUTpo  , and this one,

https://youtu.be/fT9IpQcHz-4

Posted On 08/15/2021
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beverlyv

Can you please tell us how to save these articles to a phone or to email?  And how to save the videos.  

Thank you.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

traveler4too

beverlyv

You can download it as a PDF 3le. At the start of the article, there are several icons. One says pdf.

Click on that.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

chuckie5

I googled The Awareness Foundation COVID-19 Roundtable and found several links. I assume that

those sites will not be taken down as Mercola's articles are

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

wendyb

This is what we need. How can I get involved?

Posted On 08/15/2021
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mettalaw

Would like to hear any details about the effects of the "vaccines" on auto-immune individuals. in

contrast to patient with weak immune systems.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

BrianFraser

You cannot 3ght something with nothing. And 3ghting with a fog bank that impedes your progress is

ineffective and pointless (like all the complaining in these forums). We need to use a different tactic.

There would be no call for mandates or repressive measures if  people (vaccinated or unvaccinated)

took better care of themselves and did not get sick. People with depleted immune systems need

nutrients just like a car that runs out of gas. Here in Arizona people get seriously dehydrated during the

hot summer. The authorities here recommend "drinking plenty of water". Water is not a DRUG and

therefore, according to FDA rules, cannot "diagnose, treat, cure or prevent" a serious dis-ease like

dehydration. But it is still recommended by the authorities. If they can recommend that, then they can

also recommend nutrients need by a depleted  immune system. These are not drugs either and cannot

"cure" any disease in accordance with the games the FDA is playing with its special reserved words.

They will just make people normal.

If LOCAL governments would ACT, we could be done with this pandemic in a month or two.  But people

need help in 3nding the right information because of all the censorship and ridicule. (All the observing,

complaining, griping, accusing, and concluding on these forums is useless. We need ACTION.)

Note the ancient sayings that "the wisdom of the world is foolishness with God" and God will "set aside

the wisdom of the wise man". This "setting aside" is an "obviation". It is solving the problem without

dealing with it directly. If you get tangled up in the problem, you will lose with these idiots. They are

beyond reason. Instead, BYPASS THEM. Use obviation as your problem solving tool.

Be clear that this "maintenance of normal health" is NOT a "cure " or "prevention" for COVID19. . . .

Normal health PRECEDES anything to do with COVID19 and therefore cannot be a "treatment" or a

"cure" for it. It is an obviation that does not deal with COVID19.
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Posted On 08/15/2021

 

wendyb

It prevents it. As it also prevents the hu and the common cold and likely many other things. I'm

talking speci3cally about Vitamin D, as does Dr. Mercola. I've seen studies for at least a decade on

what Vitamin D can do and the data is being horribly suppressed.  Help get the word out. See my

article (a free download) on thetruthabouthealth.godaddysites.com.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

arthurrieloutlook.com

BrianFraser,

You averred, "There would be no call for mandates or repressive measures if  people (vaccinated or

unvaccinated) took better care of themselves and did not get sick."

Government operators have no legitimate business imposing mandates or repressive measures in

the 3rst place, regardless of whether people take better care of themselves or not.

People are not government's property; they are not government's stockyard animals; they are not

government's slaves.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

This is not about money; the monsters can have free money from the private bank that has been
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issuing USD since 1913. In fact, USD is money that the American taxpayer "borrows" from the Fed at an

interest; the second largest scam in the history of the world after Covid.

The jabs and the edicts are all about mass manipulation, control, and ultimately, genocide, in order to

"save the planet" from "useless eaters." The only hope I can see is that even the useful idiots will

ultimately realize that they will be exterminated as well.

Do NOT use the monsters' terminology; it's easy to 3nd proper substitutes...

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

craigco46

The USD is not money.  It is legal tender.  Money de3ned by the US constitution is gold and silver.

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

exmouth123

Catherine Austin Fitts has plenty to say about central banks and it ain’t pretty.  Watch this past

week’s Highwire to hear her side of the story$

Posted On 08/15/2021

 

Astonished

exmouth123: Since December 23rd, 1913, the Fed usurped the right to issue USD. Not much else to

say. JFK surely issued USD for July 4, 1963, and look, what happened to him!

In Britain, the Rockefellers took over the power over the money trail already in 1815. They actually

started out with their choke hold with the installation of William of Orange in 1688 (so-called
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"Glorious Revolution"). They gained full control in the US, when the gold standard was wiped out in

1971.

The rest is history.
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Ronald_H

Preface: Please continue reading past the 3rst part I present that will seem irevelent because I will

make a profound connection.
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Ronald_H

Part 2.

Preface: Please continue reading past the 3rst part I present that will seem irrelevant because I will

make a profound connection.

How to catch feral hogs:

1. Pour a pile of corn onto the ground in the same place every evening and eventually the elusive

and easily spooked feral hogs will learn they can feed on it unthreatened and undisturbed every

night even knowing farmers or ranchers protecting their crops from devastation have at other

times tried to shoot them by seeing some from their sounders drop dead at the sound of gunshot.

2.  After they become complacent, build a length of fencing along one side of the feed.  When they

3rst see that, they will be spooked.  Perhaps after a few days one of the brave, or more likely less

wise to realities among them, will feed on the corn while the hungry sounder watches.
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3.  Eventually, the entire sounder of feral hogs will feed on the pile of corn again and soon after

they will become complacent again.

4.  Add another side in an L shape and continue the process.

5.  Continue to add sides of lengths of fencing until you have an open enclosure.

6.  Add an open gate.  The feral hogs will eventually walk in on their own accord and eventually

become less watchful.

7.  With near invisible 3shing line, pull the gate closed for it to latch.

8.  The feral hogs are now all contained beyond escape and have no power to resist whatever is

their fate.

Stupid hogs!  They were smart enough to be elusive, feed at night and live, yet they became

complacent and now pork chops.
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Ronald_H

Part 3.

How to selectively reduce the world population to less than 500 million that will best serve their

elitist Luciferian globalist masters:

1.  Fund biological warfare development with a cute name such as "gain of function" with the story

of being prepared for dangerous pathogens, pandemic and biological warfare because government

is altruistic.

2.  Be philanthropic and see most buy the story, but some won't.

3.  Hide participants in plain sight with them announcing what they are doing along with their

stories and even collect donations.
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4.  There will be some microbiologists who become wise to the nefarious purposes of what they

have been given to develop and they will become whistle blowers.  Kill them all!  In statistically

highly improbable deaths of microbiologists that are deemed freak accidents.  Even still, some will

still 3nd a way to reveal the evil.

5.  Starting long before, there have been psychological operations used against the people to

trigger an incredulity response upon hearing the words "conspiracy theory."

6.  Combine that with other results of psychological operations for induced fear of being called a

name for profound synergistic effect to shut down truth.

7.  There will be some few wise and cautious people who care not about being called a name, but

they will be too few and their voices won't gain traction as they are deemed kooks, so censor them.

8.  There will be those very few resisting being censored by having their own technological

advantages and guts, so threaten and isolate them.

9.  Learn that many healthy living crazed kooks have such excellent immune systems that they are

not vulnerable to the hastily developed weaponized virus that hasn't lived up to diabolical desires.

10.  Have a backup plan of a weaponized "emergency use authorization" genetic experiment.
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Part 4.

11.  While some wise among the trusting question that because there hasn't been time to know

long term unintended consequences they assume good intentions.  Negate their claims by

claiming vaccine development was ongoing long before the virus was purposely, no accidently

released.

12.  Still, there will be some few among the wise that know not to be trusting, understand the
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nature of evil, know that evil exists and calls attention to that with their own websites.  Threaten to

kill them and their family.  Make deals that they must remove their archives after 48 hours.  Allow

them to continue with reduced effectiveness and increasing obscurity.

13.  Though there actually was development time by starting before the virus was known to know

the true long term effectiveness of the so called "vaccine" is that everyone dies don't let on what is

really meant by safe and effective.  It is safe for those not selected to die and effective in causing

death to all receiving it.

14.  Cancel all plans to systematically disarm the civilian population because that won't work well

due to the danger of that and with some becoming wise to what is happening since mostly all gun

owners will be killed in a time delayed manor by the "vaccine" except for a few wise ones.  This is

what was meant by "Safe" since otherwise gun owners would defend themselves.

15.  Be sure some Sheeple that will make desirable servants get placebos instead of what is

erroneously called a vaccine.

16.  Wow!  People are more dixcult than feral hogs, so it took more steps, but claim such

complexity means whistle blowers are not just conspiracy theorists, but impossibly unrealistic.

 Besides, they can be killed later by useless idiots.
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mammywitch

Sadly, I'm afraid you are correct! :-O
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Astonished,
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You said, "In Britain, the Rockefellers took over the power over the money trail already in 1815."

I think you mean the Rothschilds.
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